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1 Introduction

Many important economic policies feature “attribute basing”. An attribute-based regulation aims to change one characteristic of a product, firm, or individual (the “targeted characteristic”), but it takes some other characteristic (the “secondary attribute”) into consideration when determining compliance. For example, Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards in the United States are designed to increase the fuel economy of cars (targeted characteristic), but they take the size of each car (secondary attribute) into consideration. As illustrated in Figure 1, firms making larger cars are allowed to have lower average fuel economy. Fuel-economy regulations are attribute-based in the world’s four largest car markets—China, Europe, Japan and the United States. Nearly every wealthy country regulates the energy efficiency of household appliances, and these regulations are universally attribute-based.\(^1\) Consumer-facing product labels are often attribute-based.\(^2\) Regulations ranging from the Clean Air Act to the Family Medical Leave Act, the Affordable Care Act, securities regulations and agricultural regulations are attribute-based because they exempt some firms based on size.

The goal of this paper is to investigate the welfare consequences of attribute-based regulations (ABR), as opposed to regulations based only on the targeted characteristic. Despite the ubiquity of attribute-based policies, the economics literature has not established theoretical and empirical frameworks for the analysis of this important class of policies. In this paper, we first develop a theoretical model that identifies the key parameters that determine the costs and benefits of attribute basing. We then explore two empirical methods that enable us to estimate those key parameters. Our empirical analysis exploits quasi-experiments in attribute-based Japanese fuel-economy regulations, the features of which provide several empirical advantages for estimating the welfare effects of ABR.

We begin by establishing a simple theoretical model that facilitates the analysis of attribute-based regulations. The key cost of an ABR is that it creates an implicit incentive for market

---

\(^1\)For example, a refrigerator in the United States must meet a minimum efficiency that depends on its fresh food capacity and frozen food capacity, as well as its door type (French or not), the location of its freezer (top or bottom), and whether or not it has through-the-door ice.

\(^2\)For example, in Europe, automobiles and appliances are given attribute-based letter grades. In Japan, appliances are given one through five stars, based on an attribute-based criterion. In the United States, energy labels for both automobiles and appliances (including Energy Star certification) include figures that compare the product’s energy consumption relative to products in the same “class”.

---
Figure 1: Example of an Attribute-Based Regulation: U.S. CAFE standard 2012

Solid line depicts the target function, which is a downward-sloping function of vehicle size, as measured by footprint (the square area trapped by the vehicle’s tires). Firms must comply with the target function on average across their fleet. Example vehicles labeled on x-axis.

participants to manipulate the secondary attribute. We argue that this cost, and a variety of possible benefits, can be understood by thinking of the targeted characteristic and the secondary attribute as two distinct goods, the former of which causes an externality. In this framework, the insights and tools of traditional public finance immediately apply. Specifically, our first proposition establishes sufficient conditions under which attribute basing is purely distortionary, because a policy based only on the targeted characteristic can emulate a first-best Pigouvian tax. Our second proposition demonstrates that the resulting welfare losses from attribute basing is a Harberger triangle in the “market” for the secondary attribute, and thus the elasticity of the attribute with respect to implicit regulatory incentives is the pivotal parameter that determines the magnitude of welfare losses from ABR.

We then investigate a variety of possible benefits of ABR that might rationalize its use despite this cost. We focus on two benefits that are the most likely explanations of real world attribute-based policies. First, attribute basing can achieve distributional goals when the planner wishes to shift welfare across consumers or producers based on the secondary attribute, so that the attribute

---

\(^3\)We argue that these sufficient conditions are met in some important policy examples, such as the U.S. CAFE program.
acts as a tag in the sense of Akerlof (1978). For example, size-based fuel-economy regulations can be rationalized as a way of shifting welfare between firms that sell small vehicles and those that sell large vehicles. Our third proposition demonstrates conditions under which second-best policies will include attribute basing to achieve redistribution.

Second, ABR can enhance efficiency by equalizing marginal costs of regulatory compliance across sources, in certain settings. Some policies (including CAFE) have a compliance trading system, which means that the market as a whole must meet the standard on average, and the market for compliance credits will equalize marginal costs of compliance. Other policies (like energy efficiency mandates for appliances) require each product to comply with a given standard. When each product must comply, marginal costs of compliance will vary across products. When the secondary attribute is correlated with compliance costs, an ABR can reduce the dispersion in marginal costs. This creates an efficiency benefit that must be weighed against the costs induced by distortions in the choice of the attribute. Our fourth proposition characterizes this trade-off. Taken together, our results imply that whether an ABR is preferable to a standard based only on the targeted characteristic will depend upon the elasticity of the attribute with respect to regulatory incentives and the degree of marginal cost equalization that the ABR is able to achieve.

In the second part of our paper, we develop two complementary empirical methods that use quasi-experimental policy variation to identify key parameters necessary for assessing the costs and benefits of attribute basing. To do so, we analyze Japanese fuel-economy regulations, under which firms making heavier cars are allowed to have lower fuel economy. The Japanese regulation offers two empirical advantages over data from other markets, including automobile markets in the E.U. and U.S. First, the Japanese regulations have existed for more than three decades and have experienced several policy reforms. Second, the Japanese ABR is notched—the fuel economy required for a given vehicle is a decreasing step function of its weight. Automakers therefore have a large incentive to increase vehicle weight only up to key thresholds where the mandated fuel economy drops discretely. These notches do not change the fundamental economic incentives at play, but they aid empirical identification.\footnote{In studying notched policies aimed at externalities, our work relates to the literature on notched corrective taxation, which began with Blinder and Rosen (1985), includes prior analysis of automobile fuel economy in Sallee and Slemrod (2012), and is surveyed in Slemrod (2010). Our panel analysis differs from existing work in this area by considering a double notch (i.e., a notch in two coordinates), which is, to the best of our knowledge, new to the literature.}
Our first empirical strategy is to test for “bunching” (excess mass) in the distribution of vehicle weight around regulatory thresholds, which belie a distortion in vehicle weight (the secondary attribute). We find stark evidence of weight manipulation. Qualitatively, this implies that vehicle weight is responsive to policy incentives, which, according to our theory, implies significant deadweight loss. Using methods recently developed in the public finance literature, including Saez (1999, 2010); Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011) and Kleven and Waseem (2013), to quantify this bunching, we estimate that 10% of Japanese vehicles have had their weight increased in response to the policy. Among the affected vehicles, we estimate that weight rose by 110 kilograms on average. This not only works against the goal of petroleum conservation (because heavier cars are less fuel-efficient), but it also exacerbates accident-related externalities (because heavier cars are more dangerous to non-occupants). Our back-of-the-envelope estimate based on the value of a statistical life and estimates of the relationship between fatalities and vehicle weight suggests that this weight increase creates around $1 billion of deadweight loss per year in the Japanese car market. This should spark concern about the use of ABR not only in the substantial automobile market in Japan, which includes roughly five million units sold per year, but also for China (the world’s largest car market), the European Union and India, all of which feature weight-based fuel-economy regulations.

Our second empirical strategy involves estimating a model that enables us to study counterfactual policies and to directly compare the costs and benefits of attribute basing. Our theory emphasizes that ABR can be beneficial in equalizing marginal costs of compliance, in particular for policies that require each individual product to comply with a standard. In such cases, the benefits of marginal cost equalization may outweigh costs from distorting the attribute. Such benefits are likely muted in the Japanese fuel-economy regulations because they allow fleet averaging, but in 2009, the Japanese government introduced a model-specific (rather than corporate average) subsidy for vehicles that exceeded a more aggressive weight-based fuel-economy threshold. This provides an ideal opportunity to use quasi-experimental variation and revealed preference data to estimate parameters necessary for directly comparing the efficiency benefits and distortionary costs of an ABR. Vehicles that are modified in order to become eligible for the subsidy reveal information about the relative costs of changing weight versus fuel economy. We construct panel data spanning the introduction of the subsidy, and use it to estimate the cost of modifying fuel economy and
weight.

We use these estimates to evaluate three counterfactual policy scenarios—attribute-based fuel-economy standards, a flat standard without compliance trading, and a flat standard with compliance trading. Consistent with the results of our model, when compliance trading is disallowed, attribute-based standards improve efficiency as compared to a flat standard because attribute basing helps equalize marginal compliance costs. However, this benefit is partially offset by distortions in the attributes created by the regulatory incentive. Also consistent with our theory, we find that attribute basing is an imperfect substitute for compliance trading because the marginal compliance costs are not perfectly correlated with the attribute, which results in only partial equalization of the marginal compliance costs. In our case, the ABR recovers only about half of the welfare gain that would be achieved by a flat standard with compliance trading.

This paper provides three contributions to the literature. First, our theoretical framework translates the economics of ABR into standard analytical tools in public finance—i.e., Pigouvian taxes, Harberger triangles, and the theory of the second-best. This enables us to 1) characterize conditions under which ABR is purely distortionary, as well as situations under which an ABR can improve welfare, and 2) to identify the key empirical parameters that determine the welfare consequences of ABR. Second, our two empirical methods allow us to empirically test the welfare consequences of attribute basing, including the tradeoffs between the distortionary costs and efficiency benefits. Finally, our theoretical and empirical results have key implications for policy. The benefits of attribute basing are minimal when compliance trading is available. When compliance trading is unavailable, ABR may enhance welfare by partially equalizing marginal costs of compliance. However, attribute basing is an imperfect substitute for compliance trading because 1) attribute basing creates distortionary costs, and 2) the equalization of marginal cost of compliance

---

5 There are theoretical papers that consider policies that exempt firms from a tax or regulation based on size. Our theory differs from these studies by modeling attribute-based policies that are motivated by heterogeneity in compliance costs, rather than by imperfect targeting of the externality (Brock and Evans 1985; Kaplow 2013) or by per-firm administrative costs (Dharmapala, Slemrod, and Wilson 2011). The papers in that literature do not consider environmental externalities.

6 Previous studies find mixed empirical evidence on the costs of regulations based on firm size. For example, Becker and Henderson (2000) find no evidence that firms manipulate size to avoid stringent regulation under the Clean Air Act. Gao, Wu, and Zimmerman (2009) find suggestive evidence that firms reduced size in order to avoid security regulations imposed by the Sarbanes-Oxley bill. Sneeringer and Key (2011) find evidence that firms downsize livestock operations in order to stay under a size threshold that leads to milder federal regulation. Our analysis provides strong evidence on this question by using quasi-experimental variation in regulatory incentives. Furthermore, our second empirical approach enables us to estimate the welfare impacts of attribute basing, including the tradeoff between distortionary costs and efficiency benefits, which is absent from the prior empirical literature.
is only “partial” unless the secondary attribute and the marginal cost of compliance are perfectly correlated. Understanding this tradeoff is crucial for economic policies in many fields. In particular, our results have immediate policy implications for energy and environmental policies around the world because a growing number of countries are adopting attribute-based regulations in durable goods markets, including automobiles, electric appliances, solar panels and buildings.

2 Theory

Our model setup is as follows. A consumer has unit demand for a durable good with two continuously varying characteristics $a$ and $e$, the levels of which they choose. The present discounted benefit of services from the durable is $F_n(a_n, e_n)$, where $n = 1, ..., N$ indexes a type of consumer whose tastes may vary. Consumers have exogenous income $I_n$, which they spend on the durable and a quasi-linear numeraire $x$.

The characteristic $e$ generates an externality that is linear in the aggregate $e$ consumed over all types, with marginal social benefit $\phi$. The total externality is $\phi \sum_n e_n$. In our terminology, $e$ is the targeted characteristic; $a$ is the secondary attribute. An attribute-based regulation is a mandate that requires $e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)$. This mandate acts as a constraint on the consumer’s optimization problem. For ease of exposition, we often work with a linear attribute-based regulation, which has $e_n \geq \hat{\sigma}a_n + \kappa$, where $\hat{\sigma}$ and $\kappa$ are constants. We call $\sigma'(a_n)$, which equals $\hat{\sigma}$ for linear policies, the “attribute slope”.

We assume a perfectly competitive supply side with no fixed costs per variety. This means that consumers can choose any bundle of $a$ and $e$ and pay a price $P(a, e)$ that is equal to the marginal

---

7 Although there is a substantial literature on fuel-economy regulations (Goldberg 1998; Kleit 2004; Gramlich 2009; Anderson and Sallee 2011; Jacobsen 2013a; Whitefoot, Fowlie, and Skerlos 2013), very few studies have considered attribute basing. Whitefoot and Skerlos (2012) use engineering estimates of design costs and a discrete-choice model to predict the manipulation of footprint in response to CAFE. Our paper differs from this paper by providing empirical evidence based on revealed preference, rather than predictions based on an engineering model. Reynaert (2015) studies the roll out of fuel-economy standards in the E.U., which are weight-based, using a structural model of the market. That paper considers how outcomes would change if the policy were not attribute-based, based on the structural model, but it does not have an identification strategy for detecting weight manipulation that parallels ours. Our paper is also the first to develop a full theoretical model of attribute basing, though Gillingham (2013) notes the potential implicit incentive for the expansion of footprint in a broader discussion of CAFE policies. Finally, Jacobsen (2013b) addresses the safety impacts of footprint-based standards in the United State, which we discuss below.

8 Our theory focuses on differentiable (smooth) policies, but our empirical analysis considers a case where $\sigma(a_n)$ is a step function. The welfare implications of attribute basing are quite similar for such policies, which we discuss in an appendix, and we present the smooth policy version believing it to be more intuitive and general.
cost of production $C(a, e)$.

Under marginal cost pricing, having substituted in the budget constraint, consumer $n$’s Lagrangean is:

$$\max_{a_n, e_n} U_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n + \lambda_n(e_n - \sigma(a_n)),$$

(1)

where $\lambda_n$ is the shadow price of the regulation. The consumer ignores the externality when making choices.

The planner puts welfare weight $\theta_n$ on the utility of type $n$, which includes the externality, where the mean of $\theta_n$ is normalized to 1. The planner maximizes social welfare $W$ by choosing the policy function $\sigma(a_n)$:

$$\max_{\sigma(a_n)} W = \sum_n \theta_n (F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n) + \phi \sum_n e_n.$$

(2)

At times, we make use of notation that writes the consumer’s welfare loss from deviating from their private optimum as $L_n(e_n - e^0_n, a_n - a^0_n) \equiv U_n(a_n, e_n) - U_n(a^0_n, e^0_n)$, where $a^0_n$ and $e^0_n$ are the characteristics that type $n$ would choose in the absence of any policy (i.e., their privately optimal bundle).\footnote{Note that the loss function $L$ is a combination of supply and demand factors; it follows from the difference between consumer utility and production cost.} We denote deviations from these private optima as $\Delta a_n \equiv a_n - a^0_n$ and $\Delta e_n \equiv e_n - e^0_n$.

In some cases, we will assume a quadratic functional form of $L_n$ for illustration:\footnote{The key feature of a quadratic loss function is that it implies that the derivative of $a_n$ with respect to $\sigma$ is constant across types and at different values of $a$. This simplifies the form of solutions in ways that we believe clarify core intuition. This is the functional form we emphasize in our empirical application.}

$$L_n(\Delta a_n, \Delta e_n) = \alpha \Delta a^2_n + \beta \Delta e^2_n + \gamma \Delta a_n \Delta e_n.$$ 

(3)

Our model makes several assumptions in the interest of simplicity, including perfect competition, perfect targeting of the externality, and unit demand for the durable. We discuss these issues further in section 2.4.
2.1 Attribute basing with compliance trading

Some attribute-based regulations (including CAFE since 2012) have a compliance trading system through which firms that exceed the standard are given a credit for excess compliance that can be sold to another firm. Buyers can use credits to achieve compliance. If the market for permits is competitive, a trading system ensures that the marginal compliance cost, which will equal the equilibrium price of a compliance credit, is uniform across all firms and products. We first consider the implications of ABR in the presence of such a competitive compliance trading system.

When there is compliance trading, the potential benefit that ABR provides by equalizing marginal costs of compliance is obviated. Proposition 1 shows that optimal policy involves no attribute basing in this case.

**Proposition 1.** Assume that there is competitive compliance trading. If welfare weights are uniform \( (\theta_n = 1 \forall n) \), the optimal policy involves no attribute basing. The optimal attribute slope is:

\[
\sigma'(a_n)^* = 0 \forall a_n.
\]

The proof of Proposition 1 shows that the first-best allocation is achieved by a flat standard that is set at a level that implies that the market shadow price is equal to \( \phi \), the externality. (All proofs are in the appendix.) This is intuitive. The crux of our argument is that the bundling of \( a \) and \( e \) in a single durable good is largely irrelevant; the consumer’s problem can be understood as a microeconomic choice problem over two related goods, \( a \) and \( e \).\(^{11}\) As can be seen by the first-order conditions of the consumer’s problem (equation 1), attribute-based regulation creates a pair of wedges, equal to \( \lambda \) and \(-\lambda \sigma'(a_n)\), in the “markets” for \( e \) and \( a \), respectively.

The conditions of Proposition 1 imply that the planner has no distributional concerns, marginal costs are equalized across types by compliance trading, and the only market failure is the externality from \( e \). As a result, the planner can achieve the first-best allocation by creating a wedge in the choice of \( e \) equal to the externality.\(^{12}\) There is no benefit to creating a wedge in the choice of \( a \), which requires that \( \sigma'(a_n) = 0 \).

\(^{11}\)The only difference is that the price of \( a \) and \( e \) can be nonlinearly related.
\(^{12}\)Where there are other market failures, or where the externality is only noisily related to \( e \), this result will change. We discuss this further in section 2.4.
This is consistent with standard principles of Pigouvian taxation, which we emphasize by re-stating the result for a tax policy instead of a regulation. Suppose that instead of a regulation with compliance trading there is a subsidy for the durable equal to \( s \times (e_n - \sigma(a_n)) \), which is made revenue neutral through a lump-sum uniform tax collected from all types. Corollary 1 restates Proposition 1 for this case.

**Corollary 1.** Assume welfare weights are uniform \((\theta_n = 1 \ \forall n)\). The optimal subsidy involves no attribute basing. The optimal attribute slope is:

\[
\sigma'(a_n)^* = 0 \ \forall a_n.
\]

The literature on Pigouvian taxes has long contemplated an “additivity property”, which states that (a) the optimal tax on a commodity that produces an externality is equal to the optimal tax on that good if there were no externality, plus marginal external damages; and (b) the externality does not change the optimal tax on other goods, even if they are substitutes or complements to the externality-generating good.\(^{13}\) Our result is a manifestation of the additivity property.

### 2.1.1 Deadweight loss and constrained policies

If attribute basing is employed in a policy with compliance trading (perhaps due to political constraints or simply by mistake), it will create a welfare distortion without any resulting benefit. Specifically, Proposition 2 shows that, for a subsidy, when the subsidy on \( e \) is set to the Pigouvian benchmark, deadweight loss is approximated by the Harberger triangle in the “market” for \( a \), summed across types.

**Proposition 2.** Assume welfare weights are uniform \((\theta_n = 1 \ \forall n)\) and \( s = \phi \). The deadweight loss from a subsidy with \( \sigma'(a_n) \neq 0 \) is approximated as:

\[
DWL \approx \sum_n 1/2 \cdot \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial (s \sigma'(a_n))}(s \sigma'(a_n))^2.
\]

\(^{13}\) Kopczuk (2003) shows that the additivity property holds quite generally, even when the first-best is not obtainable. The only requirement for additivity to hold is that the externality-generating good be directly taxable. Thus, our “no attribute basing” result would hold if we introduced revenue requirements, income taxation, other goods, equity concerns, etc., so long as direct targeting of \( e \) were possible. In such second-best settings, the optimal tax on \( a \) will not generally be zero, but this will not be because of the externality—i.e., changing the size of the externality will not change the optimal tax on \( a \).
The wedge in the choice of $a$ is $s \sigma'(a_n)$, so this is directly analogous to a Harberger triangle. Just as in a standard setting, the magnitude of the welfare loss from using attribute basing is determined by the size of the wedge ($s \sigma'(a_n)$) and the derivative of the good ($a$) with respect to that wedge. As $a$ is more elastic, distortions from ABR will be larger. The central object of our empirical analysis is to determine whether, for the ABR we study, this derivative is large or small, as that will determine the size of any distortion.

If a policy is constrained to include attribute basing, this influences the optimal stringency of policy because the wedge for $a$ (and hence deadweight loss) is mechanically related to the wedge for $e$. Thus, if there is attribute basing, the second-best policy stringency will be attenuated away from the Pigouvian benchmark. This is demonstrated for the case of a linear subsidy in Proposition 3. Note that we use bars to denote sample averages of variables or derivatives (e.g., $N^{-1} \sum_n \partial e_n / \partial s \equiv \partial \bar{e} / \partial s$).

**Proposition 3.** Assume that $\hat{\sigma}$ is fixed and that welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \forall n$). For a linear subsidy, the second-best subsidy rate is:

$$s^* = \frac{\phi}{1 - \hat{\sigma} \left( \frac{\partial \bar{a}}{\partial \bar{e}} / \partial \bar{e} / \partial s \right)} \leq \phi$$

The denominator of the expression for the optimal subsidy will be greater than one because the wedges in $a$ and $e$ will have the same sign when $\hat{\sigma}$ is negative (and vice-versa). Thus, the use of attribute basing in a policy implies that the second-best price on the externality-generating characteristic $e$ is less than marginal benefits.

This attenuation grows as the market response to a policy tilts towards gaming the attribute and away from improving the targeted characteristic (that is, as $\partial a / \partial s$ gets large relative to $\partial e / \partial s$). In the limit, when actors respond to policy exclusively by manipulating the attribute, the optimal subsidy goes to zero. Thus, when the attribute responds more elastically to policy, deadweight loss will be larger (Proposition 2) and policy should be scaled back and made less stringent (Proposition 3). Related to these results, in our empirical analysis, we detect a large response in the attribute to policy and we estimate the proportion of compliance behavior that comes from changing the targeted characteristic versus the secondary attribute.

---

14The wedge in $e$ is $s$ and the wedge in $a$ is $-s \hat{\sigma}$.
2.1.2 Distributional considerations

The preceding analysis assumes away distributional considerations so that the planner cares only about efficiency. A change in the attribute-slope will affect a transfer of welfare across types according to their demand for the attribute. Thus, when welfare weights are correlated with demand for the attribute across types, distributional considerations will give rise to attribute basing. Proposition 4 demonstrates this for the linear tax.

**Proposition 4.** Assume that welfare weights $\theta_n$ vary. Then, the optimal linear subsidy involves attribute basing unless $\theta_n$ is uncorrelated with $a_n$. The optimal attribute slope is:

$$\sigma'(a_n)^* = \left[ \left( \frac{\phi - s}{s} \right) \frac{\partial \bar{e}}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} - \text{cov}(\theta_n, a_n) \right] / \frac{\partial a}{\partial \hat{\sigma}}.$$

The optimal attribute slope has two terms. The first is zero when the subsidy is set equal to marginal damages ($s = \phi$). In that case, the optimal slope is the ratio of the covariance between the attribute and the welfare weight and the average derivative of $a_n$ with respect to the attribute slope. When the correlation between $\theta$ and $a$ is positive, the optimal attribute slope is negative (because $\partial a/\partial \hat{\sigma}$ is negative). As that correlation gets stronger, the slope becomes steeper. However, as the attribute is more elastic with respect to the policy wedge ($\partial a/\partial \hat{\sigma}$ is larger in magnitude), the optimal slope is flatter. This is because any distributional gains are achieved at the cost of distorting the choice of $a$ for all types. When the attribute is more elastic, the efficiency costs of distribution are higher. Less redistribution is therefore optimal, and the optimal slope is flatter. When $s \neq \phi$, the first term will be non-zero. This term shrinks as the elasticity of the attribute, relative to the elasticity of the targeted characteristic, rises.

We suspect that distributional concerns are a key explanation for the use of attribute basing in real policies. For example, it is widely held that footprint-based CAFE standards were designed in part to shift welfare towards the Detroit Three, who make larger cars than their main competitors. Similarly, French and Italian automakers (who make relatively light cars) argued in favor of a flat standard, while German automakers (whose cars are relatively heavy) argued for a weight-based standard in the E.U. Any distributional gains come at an efficiency cost of distorting footprint or weight, more so as the attribute is more responsive to policy.
2.2 Attribute basing without compliance trading

When there is no compliance trading system, each product must individually comply with the mandate. For a flat standard, this will give rise to dispersion in the marginal costs of compliance across products, which violates the equimarginal principle and belies inefficiency. When the attribute is correlated with compliance costs, ABR can have efficiency benefits by reducing this variation. This is shown in Proposition 5.

**Proposition 5.** Assume that there is no compliance trading. Then, even if welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \ \forall n$), the optimal linear regulation generally involves attribute basing. If the constraint binds for all $n$, the optimal attribute slope satisfies:

$$\sigma'(a_n)^* = \frac{\text{cov}(\lambda_n, a_n)}{\phi \left( \frac{\partial a}{\partial \sigma} - \frac{\partial a}{\partial \kappa} \right)},$$

which is not zero unless $\lambda_n$ is uncorrelated with $a_n$.

Proposition 5 shows that, absent a compliance trading system, some attribute basing is optimal, even when there are no distributional considerations. The exception is when the attribute is perfectly uncorrelated with marginal compliance costs under a flat standard, in which case the numerator is zero, and attribute basing, which cannot equalize compliance costs, is undesirable.

Attribute basing is a substitute for compliance trading, but it is an imperfect substitute for two reasons. First, whereas compliance trading can generate first-best outcomes in our framework, attribute basing can improve marginal cost equalization, but only partially, unless compliance costs are perfectly predicted by the choice of $a$. Second, attribute basing achieves marginal cost equalization by inducing distortions in the choice of the attribute for all types, which has an efficiency cost. In our empirical analysis below, we estimate a model that allows us to directly compare the distortionary costs and the marginal cost equalization benefits.

We focus our attention on the possibility of using ABR to equalize marginal compliance because this motivation is consistent with the design of several real policies. To illustrate this, we first make a further point about marginal cost equalization in corollary 2 and then discuss how this relates to real world examples. Corollary 2 uses an example to illustrate that, even when an ABR could achieve full equalization of marginal costs, it will not be optimal to do so.

---

15 Proposition 5 is stated for the case where the constraint binds for all $n$. Relaxing this assumption complicates notation without changing intuition.
Corollary 2. Assume that there is no compliance trading, that welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \ \forall n$), that the constraint binds for all $n$, and that there is a perfect correlation between attributes ($e_n^0 = b + ma_n^0$ with $m \neq 0$). With a uniform quadratic loss function for all $n$, the optimal linear regulation involves attribute basing but it does not fully equalize marginal costs, even though this is possible. The optimal attribute slope satisfies $\sigma'(a_n)^* \neq 0$ and $\sigma'(a_n)^* \neq m$.

The corollary adds two assumptions to Proposition 5—a uniform quadratic loss function and a perfect correlation between the privately optimal bundles, $e_n^0$ and $a_n^0$—that together imply perfect marginal cost equalization is possible.

To see this, note that the quadratic loss function implies that the shadow price of a policy for type $n$ can be written in closed form as:

$$\lambda_n = \xi \times (\hat{\sigma}a_n^0 + \kappa - e_n^0)$$

where $\xi = \frac{4\alpha\beta - \gamma^2}{\beta\hat{\sigma}^2 + \gamma\hat{\sigma} + \alpha}$.

Marginal cost is a function of parameters of the adjustment cost function (equation 3) and the compliance gap at the private optimum. When there is perfect correlation ($e_n^0 = a + ma_n^0$) and $\hat{\sigma} = m$, marginal cost is equal to $\xi \times (\kappa - b)$ for all $n$.

The point of corollary 2 is that, even when this is possible, it is not optimal. Beginning from a flat standard, a steeper attribute slope will increase marginal cost harmonization, but it also exacerbates distortions in $a$ (for all types). The second-best attribute slope strikes a balance between the costs of distorting $a$ and the benefits of marginal cost harmonization.

Whether or not there is a perfect correlation between $a_n^0$ and $e_n^0$, for the quadratic case, the planner can minimize the variation in marginal cost by choosing $\hat{\sigma}$ to minimize $\sum_n (\hat{\sigma}a_n^0 + \kappa - e_n^0)^2$. This is directly analogous to minimizing the sum of squared residuals, and the solution will be the Ordinary Least Squares solution. That is, the planner can maximize marginal cost harmonization by choosing $\hat{\sigma}$ as the best fit slope relating $e_n^0$ and $a_n^0$. The implication of corollary 2 is that this is not optimal; instead, optimal policy should leave more marginal cost variation than is necessary in order to mitigate the distortion to the choice of $a$.

This is relevant because real-world attribute slopes have often been determined by fitting actual data, without attention to the second-best considerations we emphasize here. For example, U.S. regulators chose the slope of the footprint-based standard in CAFE by fitting a line to data on fuel
economy and footprint. Fuel-economy standards in the E.U. were similarly designed by estimating
the relationship between fuel economy and weight. Japanese fuel-economy standards do something
similar, though the slope is chosen to fit only a subset of vehicles deemed to be high performing.
Thus, policy makers seem to have designed ABR to maximize marginal compliance equalization,
but this is not optimal because it ignores the distortion to the attribute. The second-best policy
should be a compromise between marginal cost equalization and mitigation of the distortion to the
attribute.

2.3 Graphical illustration

Before proceeding to our empirical analysis, we provide a brief graphical illustration of our main
conclusions about attribute basing. In Figure 2, each dot represents the privately optimal bundle
for a type, $ (a_n^0, e_n^0) $. The three panels of the figure represent three different policies. Vectors depict
privately optimal compliance choices; that is, the end point of the vector is the new attribute bundle
chosen by that type in order to comply at the lowest possible cost.

By definition, any movement away from the private optimum causes a private welfare loss. For
quadratic losses, the level sets of $ L $ will be ellipses surrounding the private optimum. Figure 2
depicts level sets for one data point. In the absence of compliance trading, when faced with a
binding regulation, the cost-minimizing way to achieve compliance for each type will be to relocate
to a point where the lowest possible level set of the loss function is tangent to the regulation.

Given the quadratic loss function, the length of a compliance vector will be directly propor-
tional to marginal cost. Marginal cost equalization is thus signified when vectors are all the same
length. The slope of the privately optimal compliance vector is determined by the attribute-slope.
Specifically, compliance vectors will have slope $ (4\alpha \beta - \gamma^2)/(2\beta \hat{\sigma}^2 + \gamma)^2 $, which is a function of $ \hat{\sigma} $. When $ \hat{\sigma} $ is zero, the compliance vector has slope $ (4\alpha \beta - \gamma^2)/\gamma^2 $, which may be negative or positive;
that is, $ a $ might rise or fall in response to a flat standard, depending on the curvature of the loss
function.

The three panels of Figure 2 depict the response to a flat standard, an attribute-based standard,
and a flat standard with compliance trading. In Figure 2a, a flat standard generates no response
(no vector depicted) among some types, because their private optimum is above the standard. They
have a zero marginal cost; the standard is not binding. For products with non-zero marginal costs,
Points represent privately optimal choice for a type. Ellipses (drawn for one point only) are level sets of loss function. Optimal compliance path, which depends on policy, drawn as vector. With uniform quadratic loss function, vectors are parallel across points of a given policy, and vectors are parallel in (a) and (c).

the marginal cost varies, which is indicated by the differences in vector lengths.

Figure 2b depicts an attribute-based regulation. It partially equalizes marginal costs (equalizes vector length), more so as the correlation between $a_n^0$ and $e_n^0$ is tighter.\textsuperscript{16} If the correlation between $a_n^0$ and $e_n^0$ was perfect, the equalization could be perfect.

But, attribute basing also induces a change in the slope of the compliance vector. When $\hat{\sigma}$ is larger (in absolute value), the slope of the compliance vector will become flatter. That is, the proportion of the response to the ABR that comes from changes in $a$ rather than changes in $e$ will rise. This change in slope is inefficient, which can be seen by comparison with Figure 2c, which depicts a fully efficient flat standard with compliance trading. The slopes of the vectors are the same in Figures 2a and 2c; both are flat policies and induce a slope of $(4\alpha\beta - \gamma^2)/\gamma^2$. But, the compliance trading system equalizes shadow prices so that all products have the same vector length.

Thus, the limitations of attribute basing are twofold. First, an ABR will only partially equalize marginal costs. Second, the ABR achieves marginal cost equalization by distorting the choice of $a$. As a result, as indicated by Corollary 2, the second-best attribute-slope will not be the one that maximizes marginal cost equalization. Instead, it will be less steep; it will trade-off mitigation in the distortion to $a$ for more dispersion in marginal cost.

\textsuperscript{16}Our model here assumes a common cost function across types. In reality, heterogeneity in the adjustment cost function conditional on characteristics will also limit ABR's ability to equalize marginal costs.
The graphs also help illustrate a common misunderstanding in the non-academic literature, which implies that it is desirable for an attribute-based standard to not distort the distribution of the secondary attribute relative to the no-policy baseline. An efficient policy will induce a change in the attribute (the compliance vectors in Figure 2c are not perfectly vertical), and an attribute-based policy that preserves the distribution of the attribute from a no-policy baseline is preserving a market inefficiency that results from private agents ignoring the externality.

In sum, for policies that require each individual product to meet a standard rather than for the market as a whole, an ABR can increase efficiency. Minimum efficiency standards for appliances are an example of this type of policy. The first two phases of Chinese fuel-economy standards were also designed this way, as is the tax subsidy for automobiles in Japan that we analyze below. ABR can increase efficiency for such policies by harmonizing marginal costs, but it will do so imperfectly unless the attribute is perfectly correlated with marginal costs, and it can only do so by creating a distortion in the choice of the attribute, unless that attribute is completely unresponsive to policy incentives. To the degree that the conditions are not met, ABR will be less efficient that a flat standard with compliance trading, but it may still improve over a flat standard without compliance trading. In our empirical analysis, we estimate a quadratic loss function and use it to calculate the relative benefits of an ABR over the flat standard and the relative inefficiency when compared to a flat standard that includes compliance trading.

2.4 Additional implications of attribute basing

Our model is focused on what we believe to be the core economic implications of attribute basing: it creates an incentive to distort the secondary attribute, which might be justified by distributional considerations or marginal cost equalization. We modeled those two justifications because we think they are the most likely explanations for actual policies. Under certain circumstances, there could be other benefits to attribute basing. We briefly describe them here but leave formal modeling for

\[ \text{var}(\tilde{\sigma}_n - c^0_n) \times \xi^2. \]  
As such, the \( R^2 \) from a regression of \( c^0_n \) on \( a^0_n \) is proportional to the fraction of this variation that can be reduced by a linear ABR.
future research.

First, our model assumes perfect competition. Imperfect competition implies that the private market is not welfare maximizing, even when the externality is corrected. It is thus conceivable that attribute-based regulation could be used to mitigate distortions due to market power, but we are aware of no evidence that policy makers have ever actually considered this.\footnote{In general, whether an ABR based on other motivations will mitigate or exacerbate market power distortions will depend on the nature of competition and the distribution of preferences. Specifically, based on the logic of Spence (1975), we conjecture that the key issue is whether the marginal consumer for each product values the attribute more or less than average.}

Second, we assume unit demand for the durable. A general problem with performance standards is that they may fail to induce the right shrinkage (or expansion) in the overall market. For example, because all cars emit carbon, an efficient carbon tax would shrink the aggregate car market, as all cars would face a positive tax. In contrast, a flat fuel-economy regulation will (implicitly) tax some products while subsidizing others. A flat regulation has only one choice parameter, and it will generally be unable to correct both relative prices (across cars) and average prices simultaneously.\footnote{Holland, Hughes, and Knittel (2009) treat this issue in detail for the case of a low-carbon fuel standard. Jacobsen and van Benthem (2013) suggest that, for the case of automobiles, the benefits resulting from higher new car prices will be partly offset by changes in vehicle scrappage.}

An attribute-based regulation can potentially ensure that the price of all products rises, thereby correcting average prices, but an ABR does this by inducing distortions in the choice of the attribute. The same benefits could be achieved without introducing a distortion in the attribute by combining a flat standard with a sales tax or registration fee that shifts all prices equally.

Third, our model assumes that the externality is produced by \( e \), which can be targeted directly by policy. In reality, energy-efficiency ratings do not directly cause externalities, and energy-efficiency policies are always therefore second-best instruments, which have well known limitations compared to Pigouvian taxes. Most often discussed in the literature is the fact that energy efficiency policies fail to provide incentives on the intensive use margin (e.g., fuel economy standards induce additional miles traveled, instead of reducing them as would a gasoline tax, by lowering the cost of driving per mile). This is an important limitation of energy efficiency policies, but we believe it is largely orthogonal to attribute basing, which provides no direct way of influencing the utilization margin.

A related second problem is that energy efficiency is necessarily a noisy proxy for the externality. To see the implications of this for attribute basing, suppose that the externality is a function of
and some other factor $\omega$ upon which policy cannot be based. Then, it might be useful to base policy on a secondary attribute $a$, which functions as a tag in the spirit of Akerlof (1978). In this case, the welfare improvement from tagging will depend on the correlation between $\phi(e, \omega)$ and $a$, 

*conditional on $e$.* But, actual policies seem to have selected attributes that are tightly correlated with $e$, which limits the usefulness of the tag. For example, when discussing the decision to use footprint instead of weight as the attribute, U.S. regulators state that footprint’s primary drawback is that it is less strongly correlated with fuel economy than is weight.\(^{21}\) Thus, attribute basing, deployed optimally, may offer significant improvements over a flat standard via tagging, but we see little reason to believe this has motivated real policies or that actual policies create significant benefits related to tagging.\(^{22}\)

Fourth, advocates of attribute basing in car markets have argued that it promotes technology adoption.\(^{23}\) Roughly speaking, automakers can comply with a flat standard by downsizing their fleet or by adopting new technologies. Attribute-based policies can be designed to limit opportunities for downsizing, which forces compliance to come from technology. If there are spillovers between companies from adopting new technologies, there might be some justification for attribute basing. We are, however, skeptical that technological spillovers are large in the auto market, as there is extensive patenting and licensing.

Fifth, attribute-based regulation may actually have some efficiency advantages when uncertainty is introduced. For example, to a first-order approximation, the optimal gasoline tax does not change when the market price of petroleum moves up or down. But, under a flat standard, gasoline price fluctuations will move the shadow price of fuel economy regulation as consumers shift demand between smaller and larger vehicles. The shadow price of a footprint (or weight) based standard will fluctuate less, because it does not depend (or depends less) on the market demand for small

\(^{21}\)See the Federal Register, volume 77, number 199, page 62687. They (sensibly) cite the fact that footprint might be harder to manipulate as its principal benefit.

\(^{22}\)Jacobsen, Knittel, Sallee, and van Benthem (2015) demonstrate that a fuel economy policy that could regulate based on both fuel economy ($e$) and product durability ($a$) could improve greatly over a policy based only on fuel economy. The structure of such a policy would differ fundamentally from the linear attribute-based policies observed in reality. This is an example of how an optimally designed ABR might have significant welfare implications, but such a policy would not at all resemble the policies we observe.

\(^{23}\)Advocates have also argued that attribute basing promotes safety by promoting larger cars. This appears to be based on a misunderstanding of safety-related externalities. Larger cars are safer for the car’s occupants (which is a private benefit and should be priced into the car), but they are more dangerous to those outside the car (which is an externality). If ABR changes the distribution of sizes of cars, this could affect net safety. See Jacobsen (2013b) for a related model that concludes that footprint-based CAFE is roughly safety neutral.
versus large vehicles.\textsuperscript{24}

3 Identifying Attribute Distortions through Bunching Analysis

Our theory indicates that the pivotal determinant of the costs of attribute basing is the elasticity of the secondary attribute with respect to policy incentives. If the attribute does not change at all in response to a policy, then attribute basing will create no efficiency costs. But, a large response of the attribute signifies greater deadweight loss, as described in Proposition 2. The first phase of our empirical analysis is to establish whether attribute basing does indeed distort the choice of the attribute.

We do so by analyzing the distribution of the secondary attribute for the case of Japanese fuel-economy standards. The Japanese regulation has several advantages from the point of view of identification. First, the regulation features “notches”; the fuel-economy target function in Japan is a downward-sloping \textit{step function} in vehicle weight. These notches provide substantial variation in regulatory incentives and allow us to use empirical methods developed for the study of nonlinear taxation (Saez 1999, 2010; Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri 2011; Kleven and Waseem 2013). Second, the Japanese government has been using attribute-based regulation for decades, and we have more than ten years of data available for analysis.\textsuperscript{25} Third, our data span a policy change that enables us to use panel variation, which we pursue in section 4.

3.1 Data and Policy Background

Japanese fuel-economy standards, which were first introduced in 1979 and have changed four times since, are weight-based. Our data, which begin in 2001, span the two most recent policy regimes. The target functions for these policies are shown in Figure 3. To be in compliance with the regulation, firms must have a sales-weighted average fuel economy that exceeds the sales-weighted average target of their vehicles, given their weights, and there is no trading of compliance credits across firms although it is one of the key issues in the ongoing policy debate.\textsuperscript{26} In Japan, firms are

\textsuperscript{24}We are especially grateful to Ryan Kellogg for suggesting this line of reasoning.

\textsuperscript{25}In contrast, the United States just recently instituted attribute-based fuel-economy regulation in 2012, which generates little data for analysis. In addition, its attribute-based target function is smooth, making identification more challenging.

\textsuperscript{26}Technically, this obligation extends to each weight segment separately. However, firms were allowed to apply excess credits from one weight category to offset a deficit in another. Thus, in the end, the policy is functionally
Figure 3: Fuel-Economy Standards in Japan

Note: The dashed line shows the fuel-economy standard in Japan until 2010. The solid line shows the new fuel-economy standards whose target year is 2015.

required to meet this standard only in the “target year” of a policy. This is different from the U.S. CAFE program, which requires compliance annually.\textsuperscript{27}

When introducing a new standard, the Japanese government selects a set of weight categories (the widths of the steps in Figure 3).\textsuperscript{28} The height of the standard is then determined by what is called the “front-runner” system. For each weight category, the new standard is set as a percentage improvement over the highest fuel-economy vehicle (excluding vehicles with alternative power trains) currently sold in that segment. When the newest standard was introduced in 2009, the government also introduced a separate tax incentive that applies to each specific car model, rather than for a corporate fleet average. We make use of this policy in our panel analysis in section 4. For our bunching analysis, we simply note that both incentives are present in the latter period, and

\textsuperscript{27}This does not mean, however, that firms have no incentive to comply before the target year. Consumers see a car’s fuel economy relative to the standard when buying a car, so compliance may affect sales. Compliance may also be a part of long-run interactions between firms and the government. Our data show clearly that firms react to the standards even before the target year. Also, to be precise, under CAFE firms may do some limited banking and borrowing, so they must meet the standard every year, on average.

\textsuperscript{28}It is not transparent how these weight categories are chosen, but note that they are almost all of regular width, either 250 kilograms in the old standard or 120 kilograms in the new.
Table 1: Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Fuel Economy (km/liter)</th>
<th>Vehicle weight (kg)</th>
<th>Displacement (liter)</th>
<th>CO2 (g-CO2/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1441</td>
<td>13.53 (4.58)</td>
<td>1241.15 (356.63)</td>
<td>1.84 (0.98)</td>
<td>195.40 (66.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>13.35 (4.33)</td>
<td>1263.52 (347.00)</td>
<td>1.86 (0.97)</td>
<td>196.72 (66.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1178</td>
<td>13.78 (4.53)</td>
<td>1257.15 (356.28)</td>
<td>1.85 (1.03)</td>
<td>191.88 (68.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>14.20 (4.78)</td>
<td>1255.37 (364.69)</td>
<td>1.82 (1.03)</td>
<td>184.33 (66.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>13.30 (4.66)</td>
<td>1324.81 (380.62)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.13)</td>
<td>198.14 (71.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td>13.08 (4.59)</td>
<td>1356.56 (391.13)</td>
<td>2.08 (1.17)</td>
<td>201.78 (72.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1298</td>
<td>13.24 (4.78)</td>
<td>1369.41 (399.45)</td>
<td>2.09 (1.22)</td>
<td>200.35 (75.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1169</td>
<td>13.38 (4.82)</td>
<td>1390.09 (405.77)</td>
<td>2.14 (1.29)</td>
<td>198.58 (76.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>13.49 (4.93)</td>
<td>1396.40 (413.76)</td>
<td>2.15 (1.30)</td>
<td>197.73 (76.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>13.50 (5.04)</td>
<td>1428.27 (438.06)</td>
<td>2.21 (1.30)</td>
<td>198.32 (77.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>13.95 (5.06)</td>
<td>1437.21 (426.23)</td>
<td>2.19 (1.28)</td>
<td>190.15 (71.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>14.50 (5.21)</td>
<td>1446.50 (411.87)</td>
<td>2.16 (1.24)</td>
<td>182.05 (67.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>14.43 (5.40)</td>
<td>1476.79 (400.31)</td>
<td>2.24 (1.24)</td>
<td>183.67 (67.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the number of observations, means and standard deviations of variables by year. Data are not sales-weighted.

Our data, which cover all new vehicles sold in Japan from 2001 through 2013, come from the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation, and Tourism (MLIT). The data include each vehicle’s model year, model name, manufacturer, engine type, displacement, transmission type, weight, fuel economy, fuel-economy target, estimated carbon dioxide emissions, number of passengers, wheel drive type, and devices used for improving fuel economy. Table 1 presents summary statistics. There are between 1,100 and 1,700 different vehicle configurations sold in the Japanese automobile market each year. This includes both domestic and imported cars. The data are not sales-weighted; we use the vehicle model as our unit of analysis throughout the paper.29

29Sales-weighting might be a useful extension for some of our results, but Japanese automobile sales data suffer from a problem common to automotive sales data sets in general, which is that sales data are generally recorded at a notably higher unit of analysis and a different calendar. For example, there will be several different versions of the Toyota Camry recorded in our regulatory data, but industry sources typically record sales only for all versions of the Camry together. In addition, the relevant sales are model year totals, not calendar totals, whereas industry data typically cover calendar time and do not distinguish between, for example, a 2013 Camry and a 2014 Camry that are sold in the same month. In contrast, the dataset used in our analysis provides disaggregated data for each vehicle configuration. For example, our dataset provides information about each version of the 2013 Camry as well as each version of the 2014 Camry.
3.2 Excess Bunching at Weight Notches

The notched attribute-based standards in Japan create incentives for automakers to increase vehicle weight, but only up to specific values. Increasing weight offers no regulatory benefit, unless the increase passes a vehicle over a threshold. Excess mass (“bunching”) in the weight distribution at exactly (or slightly beyond) these thresholds is thus evidence of weight manipulation. Moreover, if automakers are able to choose vehicle weight with precision, then all manipulated vehicles will have a weight exactly at a threshold. In turn, this implies that all vehicles with weights not at a regulatory threshold have not had their weight manipulated in response to the policy.

We begin by presenting histograms of vehicle weight in Figure 4. Panel A shows the histogram of cars sold between 2001 and 2008. In this period, all vehicles were subject to the old fuel-economy standards, which is overlaid in the same figure. The figure reveals strong evidence of weight manipulation in response to the policy; there is visible excess mass at the notch points. The magnitude of this bunching is substantial. There are more than double the number of cars at each notch point, as compared to the surrounding weight segments. The histogram bins have a width of only 10 kilograms (which is the finest measure available in our data), and yet the bunching appears to be isolated to the weight categories immediately at each threshold. This suggests that automakers can manipulate weight very finely.

Panel B shows the corresponding figure for data taken from years when the new standard was in effect. Between Panel A and B, the mass points shifted precisely in accordance with the change in the locations of the notch points. This shift in the location of the distributional anomalies provides further compelling evidence that firms respond to the attributed-based regulation.

In the appendix, we present analogous results for “kei-cars”. Kei-cars are very small cars with engine displacements below 0.66 liters. The weight distribution of kei-cars also exhibits bunching at notch points, and the bunching moves over time in accordance with the policy change.

In sum, the raw data provide strong evidence that market actors responded to attribute-based fuel-economy policies in Japan by manipulating vehicle weight, as predicted by theory. In the next

---

30For comparison, no car sold in the United States in 2010 would qualify as a kei-car. The two-seat Smart Car has the smallest displacement of any car in the United States that year, at 1.0 liters. Although kei-cars must comply with the same fuel-economy regulations as all other cars, we present our results for them separately because they occupy a unique market segment, have different tax and insurance regulations, and are generally viewed as a distinct product category by Japanese consumers.
Figure 4: Fuel-Economy Standard and Histogram of Vehicles

Panel A. Years 2001 to 2008 (Old Fuel-Economy Standard Schedule)

Panel B. Years 2009 to 2013 (New Fuel-Economy Standard Schedule)

Note: Panel A shows the histogram of vehicles from 2001 to 2008, where all vehicles had the old fuel-economy standard. Panel B shows the histogram of vehicles from 2009 to 2013, in which the new fuel-economy standard was introduced.
section, we use econometric methods to estimate the magnitude of this excess bunching.

## 3.3 Estimation of Excess Bunching at Notches

Econometric estimation of excess bunching in kinked or notched schedules is relatively new in the economics literature. Saez (1999) and Saez (2010) estimate the income elasticity of taxpayers in the United States with respect to income tax rates and EITC schedules by examining excess bunching around kinks in the U.S. personal income tax schedule. Similarly, Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011) estimate the income elasticity of taxpayers in Denmark with respect to income tax rates by examining the excess bunching in the kinked tax schedules there. In Pakistan, the income tax schedule has notches instead of kinks. That is, the average income tax rate is piecewise linear. Kleven and Waseem (2013) use a method similar to Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011) to estimate the elasticity of income with respect to income tax rates using bunching around these notches. Our approach is closely related to these papers, although our application is a fuel-economy regulation, not an income tax.

To estimate the magnitude of the excess bunching, our first step is to estimate the counterfactual distribution as if there were no bunching at the notch points, which parallels the procedure in Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011). We start by grouping cars into small weight bins (10 kg bins in the application below). For bin \( j \), we denote the number of cars in that bin by \( c_j \) and the car weight by \( w_j \). For notches \( k = 1, ..., K \), we create dummy variables \( d_k \) that equal one if \( j \) is at notch \( k \). (Note that there are several bins on each “step” between notches, which we can denote as \( j \in (k - 1, k) \).) We then fit a polynomial of order \( S \) to the bin counts in the empirical distribution, excluding the data at the notches, by estimating a regression:

\[
c_j = \sum_{s=0}^{S} \beta^0_s \cdot (w_j)^s + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \gamma^0_k \cdot d_k + \varepsilon_j,
\]

where \( \beta^0_s \) is an initial estimate for the polynomial fit, and \( \gamma^0_k \) is an initial estimate for a bin fixed effect for notch \( k \). (We refer to these as initial estimates because we will adjust them in a subsequent step.) By including a dummy for each notch, the polynomial is estimated without considering the

---

31 See Slemrod (2010) for a review of this literature.
32 We use \( S = 7 \) for our empirical estimation below. Our estimates are not sensitive to the choice of \( S \) for the range in \( S \in [3, 11] \).
data at the notches, defined as the 10 kg category starting at the notch. We define an initial estimate of the counterfactual distribution as the predicted values from this regression omitting the contribution of the notch dummies: \( \hat{c}_j^0 = \sum_{s=0}^{q} \hat{\beta}_s \cdot (w_j)^s \). The excess number of cars that locate at the notch relative to this counterfactual density is \( \hat{B}_k^0 = c_k^0 - \hat{c}_k^0 = \hat{d}_k^0 \).

This simple calculation overestimates \( B_k \) because it does not account for the fact that the additional cars at the notch come from elsewhere in the distribution. That is, this measure does not satisfy the constraint that the area under the counterfactual distribution must equal the area under the empirical distribution. To account for this problem, we must shift the counterfactual distribution upward until it satisfies this integration constraint.

The appropriate way to shift the counterfactual distribution depends on where the excess bunching comes from. Our theory indicates that attribute-based fuel-economy regulation provides incentives to increase car weight—that is, excess bunching should come from the “left”. We assume that this is the case.\(^{33}\) We also make the conservative assumption that the bunching observed at a given notch comes only from the adjacent step in the regulatory schedule, which limits the maximum increase in weight. That is, the bunching at notch \( k \) comes from bins \( j \in (k - 1, k) \).\(^{34}\) In practice, automakers may increase the weight of a car so that it moves more than one weight category. In that case, our procedure will underestimate weight distortions. In this sense, our procedure provides a lower bound on weight manipulation.

In addition, estimation requires that we make some parametric assumption about the distribution of bunching. We make two such assumptions, the first of which follows Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011), who shift the affected part of the counterfactual distribution uniformly to satisfy the integration constraint. In this approach, we assume that the bunching comes uniformly from the range of \( j \in (k - 1, k) \). We define the counterfactual distribution \( \hat{c}_j = \sum_{s=0}^{q} \hat{\beta}_s \cdot (w_j)^s \)

---

\(^{33}\)The regulation creates an incentive to increase car weight in order to bunch at a weight notch because it provides a lower fuel-economy target. The regulation may also create an incentive to decrease weight if, for example, decreasing weight mechanically helps improving fuel economy. However, such an incentive is “smooth” over any weight levels in the sense that vehicles at anywhere in the weight distribution have this incentive, and therefore, the incentive does not create bunching at the notches.

\(^{34}\)For notch \( k = 1 \) (the first notch point), we use the lowest weight in the data as the minimum weight for this range. Note that this approach may underestimate the change in weight, because the minimum weight in the counterfactual distribution can be lower than the minimum weight in the observed distribution if the attribute-based regulation shifted the minimum weight upward. We want to use this approach to keep our estimate of the change in weight biased towards zero.
as the fitted values from the regression:

\[ c_j + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{kj} \cdot \hat{B}_k = \sum_{s=0}^{S} \beta_s \cdot (w_j)^s + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \gamma_k \cdot d_k + \varepsilon_j, \quad (6) \]

where \( \hat{B}_k = c_k - \hat{c}_k = \hat{d}_k \) is the excess number of cars at the notch implied by this counterfactual. The left hand side of this equation implies that we shift \( c_j \) by \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_{kj} \cdot \hat{B}_k \) to satisfy the integration constraint. The uniform assumption implies that we assign \( \alpha_{kj} = \frac{c_j}{\sum_{j \in (k-1,k)} c_j} \) for \( j \in (k-1,k) \) and \( = 0 \) for \( j \notin (k-1,k) \). Because \( \hat{B}_k \) is a function of \( \tilde{\beta}_s \), the dependent variable in this regression depends on the estimates of \( \tilde{\beta}_s \). We therefore estimate this regression by iteration, recomputing \( \hat{B}_k \) using the estimated \( \tilde{\beta}_s \) until we reach a fixed point. The bootstrapped standard errors that we describe below adjust for this iterative estimation procedure.

The uniform assumption may underestimate or overestimate \( \Delta w \) if the bunching comes disproportionately from the “left” or the “right” portion of \( j \in (k-1,k) \). For example, if most of the excess mass comes from the bins near \( k \), rather than the bins near \( k - 1 \), the uniform assumption will overestimate \( \Delta w \). In practice, this appears to be a minor concern, because the empirical distribution in Figure 4 shows that there are no obvious holes in the distribution, which suggests that the uniform assumption is reasonable. There should be clear holes if the origins of the excess bunching are substantially disproportional to the distribution. However, we prefer an approach that does not impose the uniform assumption. We propose instead an approach that defines \( \alpha_j \) based on the empirical distribution of cars relative to the counterfactual distribution. We define the ratio between the counterfactual and observed distributions by \( \theta_j = \hat{c}_j/c_j \) for \( j \in (k-1,k) \) and \( = 0 \) for \( j \notin (k-1,k) \). Then, we define \( \alpha_{kj} = \frac{\theta_j}{\sum_{j \in (k-1,k)} \theta_j} \). In this approach, \( \alpha_{kj} \) is obtained from the relative ratio between the counterfactual and observed distributions. We use this approach for our main estimate and also report estimates from the uniform assumption approach as well.

In addition to \( \hat{B}_k \) (the excess number of cars at notch \( k \)), we provide two more estimates that are relevant to our welfare calculations. The first is the excess bunching as a proportion, which is defined as \( \hat{b} = c_k/\hat{c}_k \). This is the number of vehicles at a weight notch divided by the counterfactual estimate for that weight. The second estimate is the average changes in weight for cars at notch \( k \), which is the quantity-weighted average of the estimated change in weight.
\[ E[\Delta w_k] = \sum_{j \in (k-1,k)} \frac{(w_k - w_j)(\hat{c}_j - c_j)}{\sum_{j \in (k-1,k)} (\hat{c}_j - c_j)} \].

We calculate standard errors using a parametric bootstrap procedure, which follows Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2011) and Kleven and Waseem (2013). We draw from the estimated vector of errors \( \epsilon_j \) in equation (6) with replacement to generate a new set of vehicle counts and follow the steps outlined above to calculate our estimates. We repeat this procedure and define our standard errors as the standard deviation of the distribution of these estimates. Because we observe the exact population distribution of cars in the Japanese automobile market, this standard error reflects error due to misspecification of the polynomial for the counterfactual distribution rather than sampling error.

Figure 5 depicts our procedure graphically for two notch points. In Panel A, we plot the actual distribution and estimated counterfactual distribution at the 1520 kg notch point. Graphically, our estimate of excess bunching is the difference in height between the actual and counterfactual distribution at the notch point. The estimate and standard error of the excess number of cars \( B \) is 285.27 (3.75). That is, there are 285 excess cars at this notch compared to the counterfactual distribution. Bunching as a proportion \( b \) is 3.75 (0.21), which means that the observed distribution has 3.75 times more observations than the counterfactual distribution at this notch. Finally, the average weight increase \( E[\Delta w] \) is 114.97 (0.22) kg for affected cars. Similarly, we illustrate our estimation result at the 2020 kg notch point. At this notch, \( B = 127.07 \) (9.04), \( b = 8.51 \) (1.55), and \( E[\Delta w] = 120.77 \) (0.15).

Table 2 presents our estimates for all notches for the data between 2001 and 2008 (the old fuel-economy standard). To see the automakers’ incentives at each notch, column 2 shows the stringency of the fuel-economy standard (km/liter) below and above the notch (higher km/liter numbers imply more stringent standards). Columns 3 to 5 report our main estimates based on the approach described above.

First, we find statistically significant excess bunching at all notches except for the 1020 kg notch for kei-cars, where the estimate is noisy because there are few kei-cars in this weight range. Second, we find substantial heterogeneity in the estimates across the notches. The proportional excess bunching \( b \) ranges from 2.1 to 8.5. The estimated weight increases \( E[\Delta w] \) range between 40 kg to 93 kg for kei-cars and 52 kg to 147 kg for other cars. For most cars, this amounts to around a 10%
Figure 5: Graphical Illustration of Estimation of Excess Bunching at Each Notch Point

Panel A. Notch at 1520 kg
\[ B = 285.27 \pm 3.75, \ b = 3.75 \pm 0.21, \ E[\Delta w] = 114.97 \pm 0.22 \]

Panel B. Notch at 2020 kg
\[ B = 127.07 \pm 9.04, \ b = 8.51 \pm 1.55, \ E[\Delta w] = 120.77 \pm 0.15 \]

Note: This figure graphically shows the estimation in equation (6). The figure also lists the estimates of B (excess bunching), b (proportional excess bunching), and E[\Delta w] (the average weight increase). See the main text for details on these estimates.
### Table 2: Excess Bunching and Weight Increases at Each Notch: Old Fuel-Economy Standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notch Point below &amp; above the Notch (km/liter)</th>
<th>Fuel Economy</th>
<th>Notch Standard</th>
<th>Main Estimates</th>
<th>Uniform Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Excess Bunching (# of cars)</td>
<td>Excess Bunching (ratio)</td>
<td>E[Δweight] (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830 kg</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>(7.91)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020 kg</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>87.18</td>
<td>(8.05)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1270 kg</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>163.48</td>
<td>(7.92)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520 kg</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>285.27</td>
<td>(8.21)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770 kg</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>143.93</td>
<td>(8.93)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020 kg</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>127.07</td>
<td>(9.04)</td>
<td>(1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2270 kg</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>(6.40)</td>
<td>(0.66)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Kei-Cars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notch Point below &amp; above the Notch (km/liter)</th>
<th>Fuel Economy</th>
<th>Notch Standard</th>
<th>Main Estimates</th>
<th>Uniform Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Excess Bunching (# of cars)</td>
<td>Excess Bunching (ratio)</td>
<td>E[Δweight] (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710 kg</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>60.53</td>
<td>(15.54)</td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830 kg</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>118.36</td>
<td>(15.99)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1020 kg</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>(9.48)</td>
<td>(2.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the regression result in equation 6. Bootstrapped standard errors are in the parentheses.

An increase in weight, which is substantial. Third, our two different approaches for approximating the counterfactual distribution (uniform or not) produce broadly similar results. Our estimates for $B$ and $b$ are not sensitive to the uniform assumption because the excess bunching is very large compared to the counterfactual distribution, so that the way that we reach the integration constraint matters little. We find slightly larger differences in $E[Δw]$ between our two methods. With the
Table 3: Excess Bunching and Weight Increases at Each Notch: New Fuel-Economy Standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notch Point below &amp; above the Notch (km/liter)</th>
<th>Fuel Economy Notch</th>
<th>Main Estimates</th>
<th>Uniform Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excess Bunching (# of cars)</td>
<td>Excess Bunching (ratio)</td>
<td>$E[\Delta w]$ (kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980 kg</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20.5)</td>
<td>(5.98)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090 kg</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.7)</td>
<td>(5.47)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 kg</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.2)</td>
<td>(4.85)</td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320 kg</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(15.8)</td>
<td>(4.37)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430 kg</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>28.54</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(14.4)</td>
<td>(4.26)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1540 kg</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(13.2)</td>
<td>(4.45)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1660 kg</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>81.08</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(12.2)</td>
<td>(4.93)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1770 kg</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>43.24</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(11.1)</td>
<td>(5.44)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880 kg</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>36.60</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10.2)</td>
<td>(5.86)</td>
<td>(0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 kg</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>33.16</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.4)</td>
<td>(5.99)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2110 kg</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>20.62</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.7)</td>
<td>(5.66)</td>
<td>(0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280 kg</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.4)</td>
<td>(4.09)</td>
<td>(1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kei-Cars</td>
<td>860 kg</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20.8)</td>
<td>(4.52)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>980 kg</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>44.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20.5)</td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the regression result in equation 6. Bootstrapped standard errors are in the parentheses.

uniform assumption, $E[\Delta w]$ equals half the width of the regulatory weight step immediately below the notch by assumption, and therefore we have no standard errors for them. Our main estimates
do not impose this assumption, but nevertheless yield similar results.

Note that the counterfactual distribution we estimate represents the distribution of vehicle weights that would exist if there was a flat (not attribute-based) fuel-economy standard with the same shadow price. To see this, consider a policy with compliance trading and two weight categories, and thus one notch, at weight \( \tilde{a} \). The shadow price term in the consumer’s optimization problem is equal to \( \lambda \cdot (e_n - \kappa_1) \) for \( a < \tilde{a} \) and \( \lambda \cdot (e_n - \kappa_2) \) for \( a \geq \tilde{a} \), where \( \kappa_1 > \kappa_2 \). Thus, for any \( a \), the shadow price term is equal to \( \lambda \) times \( e_n \) minus some constant. The marginal regulatory incentive affecting the choice of \( e \) is thus the shadow price \( \lambda \), regardless of the weight category. The marginal incentive affecting the choice of \( a \) is zero because a small change in \( a \) does not affect the shadow price term, unless \( a = \tilde{a} \), in which case there is a discrete jump in the regulatory incentive. Thus, the distortions in \( a \) under the notched policy comes only from the vehicles that bunch at a weight threshold, and the marginal incentives for \( e (= \lambda) \) and \( a (=0 \text{ away from the notches}) \) match those in a flat standard with the same shadow price \( \lambda \).

Table 3 presents corresponding estimates for all notches for the data between 2009 and 2013 (the new fuel-economy standard period). Note that the new fuel-economy standard has more, and narrower, notches. This mechanically lowers our estimates for \( E[\Delta w] \), because our conservative approach assumes that automakers do not increase weight to move more than one step.

Results from the second policy follow the same pattern. First, we find statistical significant excess bunching at all notches except for the 980 kg notch and 2280 kg notch for normal cars. At these two notches, the estimates indicate that there is positive excess bunching, but the estimates are noisy because there are not a large number of cars in this weight range. Second, similar to the estimates in the old standard, we find substantial heterogeneity in the estimates between the notches. The proportional excess bunching \( b \) ranges between 2.1 and 4.1 for normal cars and 1.7 and 3.5 for kei-cars, depending on the notches. The estimated weight increases \( E[\Delta w] \) range between 50 kg to 92 kg for normal

---

35 This is not the same counterfactual as one with no policy at all. Firms may respond to a flat policy by downsizing vehicles (lowering weight) as part of a strategy to boost fuel economy.

36 The Japanese policy does not have full compliance trading across firms, so the precise statement is that the counterfactual represents the distribution of weight under a flat subsidy in which each firm faces the same shadow price as in the actual policy. If there were optimization frictions, as in Chetty et al. (2011), then we might expect that some of the vehicles located discretely above the thresholds are also bunching. Our raw data suggest that automakers are able to manipulate weight precisely, because we see excess mass right at each threshold, which suggests that this is not an important issue in our context.

37 Our panel data do suggest that some weight changes are large enough to cover two steps, but we have no grounds for asserting what fraction of vehicles have been thus altered in our cross-sectional analysis, leading us to prefer providing a reliable lower bound on weight changes.
cars and 47 kg to 56 kg for kei-cars. Finally, similar to our results for the old standard, the method with the uniform assumption provides similar estimates to our main estimates.\footnote{As mentioned above, the new fuel-economy standards were introduced with a separate subsidy incentive that applied to each specific car model. Therefore, the bunching in the new fuel-economy schedule may come from the incentives created by either policy. The bunching in the old fuel-economy schedule comes only from the incentives created by the fuel-economy standards because there was no separate subsidy incentive. We analyze the new policy’s subsidy incentive in section 4.}

Overall, the results in this section provide evidence that automakers respond to the attribute-based fuel-economy regulation by changing the weight of vehicles. We find that about 10 percent of vehicles in the Japanese car market manipulated their weight to bunch at regulatory notch points. For these vehicles, the average weight increase induced by the regulation is 110 kg, which is about a 10 percent increase in vehicle weight. This weight increase has welfare implications, as described in our theory above, but it also has implications for safety-related externalities. Heavier vehicles are more dangerous to non-occupants, and when this unpriced, the weight distortions we document here exacerbate safety externalities. We briefly discuss this issue in the next subsection before moving on to our panel analysis.

### 3.4 Safety-related welfare implications of weight manipulation

Our theory emphasized that attribute basing creates a welfare loss because it causes a distortion in the choice of the attribute. The welfare implications of attribute manipulation are altered when the attribute is related to another unpriced externality because the existence of a second externality implies that the privately optimal choice of the attribute is not socially optimal.\footnote{It is straightforward to incorporate a second externality into our framework. In the simplest case when a causes a separate externality, the optimal attribute-slope will be designed to create a Pigouvian tax on a. Attribute basing simply provides a second policy instrument, which is necessary for dealing with a second market failure.}

In the event of a traffic accident, heavier automobiles are safer for the occupants of the vehicle (this is a private benefit) but more dangerous for pedestrians or the occupants of other vehicles (this is an externality).\footnote{In principle, the externality risk may be partly priced through insurance or legal liability. White (2004), however, argues that neither tort liability nor mandatory liability insurance prices safety externalities. In brief, tort liability requires negligence, not just that one be driving a dangerous vehicle. Liability insurance generally covers the cost of damages to a vehicle, but it is but a small fraction of the value of a life. In addition, rate differences across vehicles are very coarse and reflect average driver characteristics in concert with vehicle attributes.} Thus, the optimal attribute-based policy should tax vehicle size rather than subsidize it. The implicit subsidy on vehicle weight in the Japanese fuel-economy standards therefore exacerbate accident-related externalities.

We obtain a back-of-the-envelope estimate of the magnitude of this distortion by multiplying...
our estimate of the average change in car weight by an estimate of the increased probability that a heavier vehicle causes a fatality during its lifetime, times an estimate of the value of a statistical life. Specifically, the weighted average increase across all cars that bunch at the notches in Table 2 is 109.62 kg. Anderson and Auffhammer (2014) estimate that an increase in vehicle weight of 1000 pounds (454 kg) is associated with a 0.09 percentage point increase in the probability that the vehicle is associated with a fatality, compared to a mean probability of 0.19 percent. For the value of a statistical life, we use $9.3 million, which comes from a study in Japan (Kniesner and Leeth 1991), and is within the range of standard estimates from the United States.

Multiplying through, we calculate the welfare loss, per car sold, for a 110 kg weight increase as: $110 \times 0.0009 \times \frac{2.2}{1,000} \times$ $9.3$ million = $2026$ per car that changes weight in response to the policy. Our analysis suggests that the excess bunching accounts for about 10 percent of cars in the market. The Japanese car market sells around 5 million new cars per year, so we estimate our aggregate annual welfare distortion to be 10 percent of 5,000,000 times $2026, which is $1.0 billion. For context, automaker revenue in Japan is roughly $150 billion per year, and Toyota’s global revenue in 2013 was $210 billion. Equivalently, our calculation implies that each new cohort of 5 million cars sold in Japan will be associated with an extra 103 deaths over the lifetime of those cars, which compares to an annual fatality rate of roughly 6,000. Our calculations are meant only as back-of-the-envelope estimates, but they make clear that the welfare distortions induced by the Japanese policy are economically significant.

4 Comparing Costs and Benefits of Attribute Basing

Our theoretical model (and our bunching analysis in section 3) emphasizes that an attribute-based regulation creates welfare costs by distorting the choice of the secondary attribute. But, our theory also shows that, when each product must individually comply with a standard (i.e., when there is no compliance trading), an ABR may have efficiency benefits stemming from marginal cost equalization. Thus, it is ultimately an empirical question as to whether a given attribute-based standard is preferable to a flat standard without compliance trading; the answer will depend on the elasticity of the attribute and the degree of marginal cost equalization achieved by the ABR.\footnote{Proposition 5 shows that, absent compliance trading, some degree of attribute basing will be optimal. Here, we evaluate the degree of attribute basing of a specific policy and ask if it is superior to the flat alternative.}
Our theory also indicates that even when an ABR is superior to a flat standard without trading, it will be inferior to a flat standard with trading. Thus, a second empirical question is how large are the possible welfare gains from the introduction of a trading system that replaces attribute basing. In this section, we develop a novel empirical strategy that enables us to answer these questions.

In 2009, the Japanese government introduced new corporate average fuel-economy standards (with target year 2015) as well as a new subsidy that applied to each car model rather than the corporate average. If an individual model had fuel-economy higher than the fuel-economy standard, consumers purchasing that car received a direct subsidy of approximately $1,000 (or, $700 for kei-cars). In addition, vehicles with fuel economy 10% and 20% higher than the standard received more generous subsidies in the form of tax exemptions. This creates what we call a “double notched” policy—a vehicle had to be above a step-function in the two-dimensional space of fuel economy and weight to qualify for the subsidy.

This policy provides an ideal research environment to study the costs and benefits of attribute basing for two reasons. First, the introduction of the policy created quasi-experimental variation in subsidy incentives. We develop a statistical method that exploits this variation to estimate key empirical parameters for welfare analysis. Second, our theory suggests that when compliance trading is unavailable, attribute basing creates a trade-off between distortionary costs and efficiency benefits. The model-specific subsidy indeed creates such an environment because each individual car must comply with the requirement to receive the subsidy. In contrast, the fuel-economy standard allows a firm to comply on average across all of its products, which likely captures much of the efficiency gain from marginal cost equalization. That is, attribute basing may play a role in improving efficiency in the subsidy policy, while such benefits are likely be minimal for fuel-economy standards. In requiring each product to comply, the subsidy more closely resembles minimum efficiency standards for appliances (which are ubiquitous and nearly all of which are attribute based) than fuel-economy standards, which generally feature fleet averaging, or, as in the U.S., cross-firm trading.

We first describe raw data that reveal how products changed in response to the subsidy. We

---

42 This policy was called the “eco-car subsidy.” The government introduced the policy in April, 2009. The policy was effective in 2009, parts of 2010 and 2011, and 2012. In 2012, the subsidy was 100,000 JPY (approximately 1,000 USD using the exchange rate in 2012) for all passenger cars except for kei-cars, which received 70,000 JPY (approximately 700 USD).
then develop a discrete choice model that uses the raw data to estimate the parameters of the loss function that describes the (private) welfare loss induced by product alteration. We then use these parameter estimates to evaluate counterfactual policies that illustrate how attribute basing is useful, but imperfect, as a substitute for compliance trading.

4.1 Descriptive Evidence from Panel Variation

Our estimation requires panel data, which we create by linking vehicles in 2008 (before the policy change) and 2012 (the last year of our data) using a unique product identifier (ID) that is included in the regulatory data.\textsuperscript{43} We first match on product ID across years, which is often, but not always, constant over time. If automakers change the product ID between years, we match by using model name, displacement, drive type (e.g., four-wheel drive), and transmission (manual or automatic). That is, we consider two cars sold in two different years to be the same if they have matching IDs, or if they have exactly the same model name, displacement, drive type, and transmission. Entry and exit imply that not all data points are matched, and we end with 675 matched records.\textsuperscript{44}

We plot the raw panel data in Figure 6. Each dot shows a car’s starting values of fuel economy and weight in 2008—the year before the policy change. For the cars that qualified for the new subsidy in 2012, we also show vectors connecting each car’s starting position in 2008 with its final position in 2012.\textsuperscript{45} The figure includes three step functions that correspond to the three tiers of the subsidies—the cutoff to get the subsidy as well as two more cutoffs to receive more generous subsidies. To qualify for the subsidy, a vehicle had to be anywhere on or above these lines in the two-dimensional space.

Several useful results are revealed in the raw data. First, vehicles that gained the subsidy were usually modified so that they were just above an eligibility cutoff; that is, the data are suggestive of two-dimensional bunching. Second, we see that some vehicles experienced large weight increases

\textsuperscript{43}Product ID is narrower than model name. For example, a Honda Civic may have several product IDs in the same year because there are Civics with different transmissions, displacements and drive types, each of which will have a unique ID.

\textsuperscript{44}Our matching procedure guarantees that we match the same model name, which avoids mismatching the panel structure of the data. We take this approach because it provides transparent matching criteria. A potential drawback of this approach is that firms may change some of their model names over time, yet they are targeting similar customer segments. To address this concern, we also conduct our analysis by including unmatched cars from the first matching criteria whenever we can match them using displacement, drive type, and transmission, while ignoring model names. This procedure produces a slightly different set of matched data, but our final estimation results are very similar regardless of which matching procedure is used.

\textsuperscript{45}Note that this figure is the empirical analog Figure 2.
Figure 6: Fuel Economy and Weight before and after the Policy Change

Note: This figure shows each vehicle’s fuel economy and weight before and after the introduction of the new subsidy that was applied to each vehicle individually. The scatterplot shows each car’s starting values of fuel economy and weight in 2008—the year before the policy change. For the cars that qualified for the new subsidy in 2012, we also show “arrows” connecting each car’s starting values in 2008 with its values in 2012. The figure also includes three step functions that correspond to the three tiers of the new incentive’s eligibility cutoffs.

in the panel. This adds plausibility to our estimate of 100 kilogram weight increases in section 3.46

Third, most cars increased both weight and fuel economy in order to become eligible—that is, they moved “northeast”.47 But, kei-cars differ in a telling way. The attribute schedule is nearly flat in the weight distribution inhabited by kei-cars, so they are subject to a nearly-flat (not attribute-based) policy.48 Most kei-cars that obtained the subsidy increased fuel economy, while decreasing weight slightly. This accords with our theory: the steeper sloped portion of the standard induced substantial weight manipulation, while the flatter sloped part of the standard did not.49

46The incentives across the two regimes are quite different, so we do not emphasize this comparison. We mean only to point out that we do observe many weight increases that are of that order of magnitude.
47To highlight this, we color vectors that show an increase in weight in red and a decrease in weight in blue, the latter of which shows up as darker in grayscale.
48The figure shows an approximate dividing line between kei-cars and other cars. Kei-cars are not regulated by weight, but rather by engine displacement, so this division is not strict.
49Other factors may cause the kei-cars to be different. For example, they may be targeted at consumers who value fuel economy more than average, which might make it more costly for kei-cars to increase weight than other vehicles.
Fourth, there is considerable variation in how far away different vehicles are from the new standard in 2008, and vehicles that start off closer to the new standard are more likely to get the subsidy incentive. That is, the “distance” to the eligibility lines explain most of the variation in which cars get the subsidy. This is a logical check on the method we develop in the next section.\textsuperscript{50}

### 4.2 Discrete Choice Model of Vehicle Redesign

In order to translate the revealed preference data into useful information for welfare analysis, we develop a discrete choice model that is based on our theoretical framework in section 2. Our estimation exploits quasi-exogenous variation in the incentive faced by different products from the introduction of the subsidy incentive. To see the logic of our approach, suppose that we observed data from a competitive market in two time periods, the first of which has no policy, and the second of which features the model-specific subsidy.\textsuperscript{51} For each vehicle, the pair of fuel economy and weight that was chosen in the first period (denoted \((a^0_n, e^0_n)\)) would be welfare maximizing, given the firm’s production function and the tastes of its consumers. Any deviation from that characteristic bundle would lower private welfare (as depicted above in Figure 2), and larger deviations induce greater costs. If production costs and consumer preferences are unchanged between periods, then products will respond to the subsidy by either making no change (stay at \((a^0_n, e^0_n)\)), or by making the change in the product that makes it eligible for the subsidy at the lowest possible private welfare loss.

In the notation of our theory in section 2, the loss function is denoted \(L(\Delta a_n, \Delta e_n)\). Given an assumption about the functional form of the loss function, the revealed preference data in Figure 6 can be used to estimate its parameters by assuming that the observed changes are the cost minimizing compliance paths, and that products that did not gain the subsidy did not do so because the cost exceeds the value of the subsidy. As in our theoretical model above, we assume that the loss function is quadratic, so that \(L(\Delta a_n, \Delta e_n) = \alpha \Delta a_n^2 + \beta \Delta e_n^2 + \gamma \Delta a_n \Delta e_n\).

We describe the choice of the new optimum \((a^1_n, e^1_n)\) for product \(n\) as the outcome of a discrete

\textsuperscript{50}In the appendix, we also show the corresponding arrows for vehicles that did not receive a subsidy. Most of these vehicles had much smaller changes in fuel economy and weight, which suggests that secular trends were modest during this period. We also find that some of these cars increased weight to be at the weight notch underneath the subsidy cutoff lines. This is because, in addition to the model-specific subsidy incentive, vehicles were still influenced by the corporate average fuel-economy standards, which gave them an incentive to increase weight. Our estimation method below controls for the effects of the corporate average fuel-economy standards.

\textsuperscript{51}In reality, firms also had the corporate average fuel-economy standards. We begin with a simple model that ignores this regulatory incentive and incorporate it in our second model.
choice over all of the possible (discretized) grid points in $a$ by $e$ space.\footnote{While weight and fuel economy are in principle continuous measures, the regulatory data are measured in discrete units (10 kilograms for weight and tenths of a kilometer-per-liter for fuel economy), and all regulations are based on these discrete units. In our data, the maximum and minimum of fuel economy (km/liter) are 7.6 and 30.0, and those of weight (kg) are 730 and 2190. To make a choice set of the discrete choice problem, we use these maximum and minimum values to create a rectangle of grid points that include all possible bundles for our data.} We denote each grid point as a unique value of $z$. The second-period optimization problem for product $n$ is then to choose the $a_n$ and $e_n$ values that maximize the loss function plus the subsidy:

$$W_{nz} = \alpha \Delta a_n^2 + \beta \Delta e_n^2 + \gamma a_n \Delta e_n + \tau \cdot 1(\Delta e_n + e_n^0 \geq \sigma(\Delta a_n + a_n^0)) + \varepsilon_{nz},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

where $\tau$ is also a parameter to be estimated, which represents the value of receiving the subsidy, and $\varepsilon_{nz}$ is an error term specific to each vehicle $n$ and each grid point $z$.\footnote{This formulation omits the payoff in the first-period, which is a constant and therefore does not influence choice.} We assume that $\varepsilon_{nz}$ is a Type-I extreme value error term and estimate equation 7 via a logit. Logit coefficients are scaled by the variance of the error term. When we interpret the parameters in terms of dollars, we rescale them by the dollar value of the subsidy by dividing by $\hat{\tau}$ (Train 2009).

Our estimation benefits from quasi-experimental variation in choice sets caused by the second-period policy. Even though all products face the same second-period policy, they each have a different set of changes in $a$ and $e$ that would gain them the subsidy. This variation comes from differences in starting points, from the introduction of new weight notches, and from the fact that the changes in the standards are different across the weight categories. As a result, some vehicles are able to make modest improvements in fuel economy to gain the subsidy, whereas others require large changes. And, some vehicles can take advantage of a weight notch with small increases in weight, but others require a large increase. These differences create a rich source of identification for our estimation. The intuition is that the relationship between each product’s “distance” to the subsidy cutoff lines and its probability of obtaining the subsidy identifies the subsidy coefficient ($\tau$), and the “route” taken by products facing different compliance options identifies the coefficients that determine the shape of the cost function ($\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$).

Table 4 presents estimates from the logit for this specification, in column 1. We define $\Delta$Weight as each vehicle’s change in weight in 100 kilogram units and $\Delta$(Fuel consumption) as its change in liters per 100km (l/100km).\footnote{We use fuel consumption (l/100km) rather than fuel economy (km/liter) here because when regulators calculate the corporate average fuel economy, they average each model’s fuel consumption rather than fuel economy (equiv-}
insignificant, which implies that the elliptical level sets of the loss function have limited “tilt”. The first two coefficients (−1.25 and −1.15) are roughly the same, which implies that a change in weight by 100 kg and a change in fuel consumption by one l/100km result in approximately the same loss of private welfare. In Column 2, we also estimate the incremental effects of higher subsidies by including the interactions between the subsidy dummy variable and each of the higher subsidy dummy variable. The interaction with the highest subsidy dummy is estimated with large standard errors because not many vehicles passed the highest subsidy’s thresholds, which is evident in Figure 6.

Proposition 3 in our theory section is directly related to the estimation results in Table 4. The proposition provides the formula for the second-best subsidy rate, which shows that when the attribute slope is fixed, the relative responsiveness of $a$ and $e$ to a change in the subsidy would dictate the degree to which the second-best subsidy rate deviates from marginal benefits (i.e. the Pigouvian benchmark). The loss function allows us to calculate the second-best subsidy rate because parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ can be translated into the derivatives $\partial a / \partial s$ and $\partial e / \partial s$. Measuring $e$ in terms of fuel consumption, the average attribute-slope of the policy is .44. If the policy were smooth with a slope of .44, the second-best tax rate would be marginal damages (or benefits) times .83. That is, the optimal corrective policy would be attenuated by 17%.

This simple specification provides transparent interpretations on the estimates of the loss function. However, it considers only the product-specific subsidy and ignores the fleet-average regulation. This is potentially important because the model-specific subsidy policy was introduced at the same time that the new fleet-average regulation was announced. The effect of the new fleet-average regulation might be minimal because it is legally binding only in the target year, which is 2015. However, the new fleet-average regulation might affect firm decisions before 2015, as automobiles are redesigned on a multi-year cycle and are likely redesigned before the target year. Moreover, the

\[55\]For a car at the average fuel economy in our sample, this implies that a change in weight of 200 lb and a change in fuel consumption of 4.5 miles per gallon result in approximately the same loss. In dollars, this means that, for example, a change in weight by 100 kg (220 lb) induces a loss of $1621 = 1.24 \times 1000 + 0.77$ and a change in fuel consumption by 1/100km (equivalent to 4.5 miles per gallon at the fleet average fuel economy) costs $1494 = 1.15 \times 1000/0.77$. This is a reasonable order of magnitude. If gasoline costs $2.50 per gallon, a vehicle of average fuel economy driven 12,000 miles per year for 13 years at a 5% discount rate would save around $2,100 in fuel costs from a 4.5 mpg improvement.

\[56\]We estimate this as the best linear fit of the end point of the vehicle weight bins and fuel consumption standards.
Table 4: Estimates of the Loss Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(∆Weight)$^2$</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(∆Fuel consumption)$^2$</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
<td>-1.19</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(∆Weight × ∆Fuel consumption)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1{Subsidy}</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1{Subsidy} × 1{Higher Subsidy}</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1{Subsidy} × 1{Highest Subsidy}</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow price for new policy ($\lambda$)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow price for old policy ($\dot{\lambda}$)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the estimation results of the discrete choice models in equation (7) in columns 1 and 2 and equation (8) in columns 3 and 4. The dependent variable is a set of the possible bundles of fuel consumption and weight. The variable equals 1 if the bundle was chosen by product $n$ and 0 otherwise. The weight and fuel consumption variables are rescaled in the estimation—we define (∆Weight) as each vehicle’s change in weight in 100 kilogram units and (∆Fuel consumption) as its change in liters per 100km (l/100km). The estimation is based on the panel data of 675 matched vehicle models.
bundles of $a$ and $e$ before the policy change may not be privately optimal if they were distorted by the old fleet-average regulation. Even in the absence of the product-specific subsidy, therefore, the optimal choice of $a$ and $e$ could shift between the two periods; i.e., the level sets of the loss function could be centered around some alternative point, rather than around the original choice of $(a_n^o, e_n^o)$.

We can account for the effects of the regulations by augmenting our estimating equation. The derivation is straightforward, but it is algebraically involved, so we relegate it to the appendix. There, we show that the following estimating equation provides estimates of the parameters necessary to identify the loss function, taking into account the effects of the regulations:

$$V_{nz} = \alpha (a_n - a_n^o)^2 + \beta (e_n - e_n^o)^2 + \gamma (a_n - a_n^o)(e_n - e_n^o) + \lambda (e_n - \sigma(a_n))$$

$$+ \tau 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o (e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz},$$

(8)

where $\lambda^o$ is the shadow price of the original regulation and $\lambda$ is the shadow price of the new regulation. By including $(e_n - \sigma(a_n))$ (the position of the vehicle vis-à-vis the new policy) and $(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n))$ (the position of the vehicle vis-à-vis the old policy evaluated at the new choice of $a$ and $e$) in our estimating equation, we obtain estimates of these shadow prices from our coefficients (along with $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\tau$). Note that equation (8) is identical to equation (7) except that equation (8) includes two additional variables that estimate the incentives created by the fleet-average regulation. Furthermore, in the appendix, we show that the loss function excluding the effect of the fleet-level regulation effects will be

$$\alpha (a_n - a_n^o)^2 + \beta (e_n - e_n^o)^2 + \gamma (a_n - a_n^o)(e_n - e_n^o) + \lambda^o [e_n - \sigma^o(a_n) - (e_n - \sigma^o(a_n))]$$

We can estimate that function from our coefficients after estimating equation (8).

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 4 present the estimation results with the regulatory control variables. The addition of the regulatory control variables have very little impact on the coefficients on the adjustment function. The subsidy coefficient, however, becomes smaller in this specification. This is because we are likely to overestimate the subsidy effect in columns 1 and 2 since we do not control for the corporate compliance regulation. The changes in $e$ and $a$ are driven not only from the car-specific incentive but also from the firm-level regulatory incentive. Columns 3 and 4 explicitly control for both of those incentives. Importantly, while the coefficient on the subsidy affects the dollar values of the loss, it does not have major impacts on the relative costs of changing $e$ versus $a$ because the estimates on $(\Delta a)^2$ and $(\Delta e)^2$ are robust between the two approaches. In
our counterfactual policy analysis, we report results based on both of the these approaches and also provide the implications in terms of relative costs.\footnote{Though it is not our focus, we do note that this procedure also delivers an estimate of the shadow price of fuel-economy regulations, which are of much interest to the literature. Our procedure differs from the existing literature in leveraging panel data around a policy change to identify the shadow price, whereas existing work either examines a specific policy loophole (Anderson and Sallee 2011) or uses static structural models (Goldberg 1998; Gramlich 2009; Jacobsen 2013a). The estimate in column 3 implies a shadow price of $1,162 (\(= 0.45 \times 1000\)) per unit of l/100km car per. This translates into $258 per mpg per car at the average fuel economy in our sample. Our simple approach does not account for imperfect competition, so we do not stress these results, but simply note that they are the same order of magnitude as results found in Gramlich (2009) and Jacobsen (2013a) for the United States.}

Our method provides a simple and transparent framework to translate the revealed preference information from the raw data to key empirical parameters for our policy simulation. It establishes an approach to the analysis of double notches that may prove useful in other contexts. The price of this simplicity and transparency is that we must make several substantive assumptions. It assumes that the functions determining taste and price are unchanged between the two periods. It is based on only our matched observations, and does not model entry and exit. It interprets the loss function as social cost. This is correct if, as in our exposition, the market is perfectly competitive. Our results would still represent net social cost if the market were imperfectly competitive but markups did not change between the two periods. If markups do change significantly, then our loss function, which should then be interpreted as lost profit, would include a mixture of net social costs and transfers between producers and consumers.\footnote{Our analysis suggests that, for our case, it is plausible that markups did not change much between the two years. We calculate each car’s markup in 2008 and 2012 using standard static approaches and then ask how different they are. The logic of differentiated product market equilibrium under Bertrand competition, as exemplified in Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), says that the markup for a vehicle, in equilibrium, is determined by its market share, the price elasticity of demand, and the first order condition from the Bertrand competition. We calculate each vehicle’s market share in 2008 and 2012 using sales data. We find that changes in market share are very small. The 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the change in market share are −0.0004, −0.0001, and 0.0002. For the range of reasonable price elasticities, including estimates from the economics literature on the Japanese and U.S. automobile markets, these small changes in market shares would imply economically insignificant changes in optimal markups.}

### 4.3 Counterfactual Policy Analysis and Welfare Implications

We use our estimates of the loss function to simulate three policies: attribute-based fuel-economy standards, a flat fuel-economy standard with no compliance trading, and a fully efficient policy that is equivalent to a flat standard with compliance trading. We model a mandate rather than a subsidy; that is, we assume that each product is required to comply with the new standard and cannot be sold otherwise. This makes our counterfactual policy comparison most relevant to policies, like minimum efficiency standards for appliances, that mandate compliance of each product
individually. We do so because, as suggested by our theory, these are the types of policies for which attribute basing can be justified by efficiency considerations.

The first policy schedule we consider is the actual new attribute-based fuel-economy standard schedule in Japan—the bottom schedule in Figure 6. Graphically, this policy requires all vehicles in Figure 6 to move above the lowest line. Given each vehicle’s initial point and our estimates of the loss function \( L \), we find the \( a \) and \( e \) that achieves compliance at the lowest possible cost. We then calculate the resulting \( \Delta a \), \( \Delta e \), and \( \Delta L \) for each car’s new optimal point.

Table 5 reports results for this attribute-based regulation in the first row. Panel A is based on the loss function estimated in the simple quadratic specification (column 2 of Table 4). The ABR lowers fuel consumption \( e \) by 0.76 l/100km on average, which is approximately a 10 percent improvement in fuel economy. While this improvement produces benefits from the externality, it comes at a private cost (a loss in \( L \)) of $1843 per unit sold, averaged across all model types. This cost can be decomposed into a cost from \( \Delta e \) and from \( \Delta a \), which is shown in the table. Consistent with the vectors in Figure 6, the ABR causes a change in \( a \) even though the policy’s target is \( e \). The simulated ABR causes a 33 kilogram (73.37 lb) average weight increase, which is about a 3 percent increase in weight. The cost associated with this weight increase accounts for about 30% of the total cost of the regulation. This portion of the total cost of compliance is pure deadweight loss; it represents the Harberger from Proposition 2. The table also reports the standard deviation in the marginal cost of increasing \( e \) at the optimal choice across models, which is calculable from our loss function. This is an important statistic for measuring the efficiency of the regulation because the benefit of the ABR as compared to a flat standard is greater equalization of marginal costs of compliance.

Our second simulated policy is a flat fuel-economy standard with no compliance trading. That is, all cars have a common fuel-economy standard regardless of their weight, and each of them has

---

59 Appliance standards around the world are written as product-specific attribute-based efficiency standards. The first phase of fuel consumption standards for automobiles in China was also of this form, but other fuel-economy standards generally allow averaging, at least within firm.

60 In our simulation, we assume that all vehicles stay in the market after the introduction of this simulated policy, although in reality there can be entry and exit.

61 In our data, the average fuel consumption in 2008 is approximately 7.6 l/100km, which is 13 km/liter and 30.5 miles per gallon. For a car with the average fuel consumption in 2008, an improvement of fuel consumption by 0.76 l/100km implies an improvement of fuel economy by 1.43 km/liter or by 3.35 mpg.

62 Our empirical estimates of \( \gamma \) (the coefficient in the loss function on the interaction of \( \Delta a \) and \( \Delta e \)) are statistically indistinguishable from zero and economically very small. In these calculations, we assume \( \gamma \) equals zero exactly, which makes the decomposition of the losses between \( \Delta a \) and \( \Delta e \) straightforward.
Table 5: Welfare Implications of Attribute-Based Regulation and Alternative Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>∆e: Fuel consumption (liter/100km)</th>
<th>∆a: Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Cost from ∆e ($/car)</th>
<th>Cost from ∆a ($/car)</th>
<th>Welfare Cost relative to ABR ($/car)</th>
<th>Cost of MC S.D. ($/car)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>33.28</td>
<td>-1319</td>
<td>-524</td>
<td>-1843</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-3590</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3590</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-731</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-731</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel A) Based on the Loss Function without Controls for Compliance Regulation

Panel B) Based on the Loss Function with Controls for Compliance Regulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>∆e: Fuel consumption (liter/100km)</th>
<th>∆a: Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Cost from ∆e ($/car)</th>
<th>Cost from ∆a ($/car)</th>
<th>Welfare Cost relative to ABR ($/car)</th>
<th>Cost of MC S.D. ($/car)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>35.43</td>
<td>-2584</td>
<td>-1391</td>
<td>-3975</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-7272</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7272</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-1309</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1309</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the results of our three policy simulations: 1) attribute-based fuel-economy standards (ABR), a flat fuel-economy standard with no compliance trading (Flat), and a fully efficient policy that is equivalent to a flat standard with compliance trading (Efficient).

To comply with the standard. To compare this policy with our first policy (the ABR), we find a flat policy that generates exactly the same average improvement in \( e \) as the one in the first policy. We find the flat policy that satisfies this condition numerically. The resulting standard is 8.04 l/100km (12.4 km/liter and 29.2 mpg) for Panel A.

The flat standard has the benefit of not distorting weight. The flat standard, however, creates many infra-marginal vehicles; that is, vehicles that are in compliance with the standard without any change in fuel economy. These infra-marginal vehicles have a zero marginal cost of increasing \( e \), but do not change \( e \) at all, because there is no regulatory incentive. Other vehicles have very large marginal costs of increasing \( e \) because they have to improve fuel economy by a large amount in order to comply with the policy. This dispersion in marginal costs is inefficient, and it results in welfare costs that are, on average, 1.95 times larger than the welfare costs of the ABR. To illustrate this, Figure 7 plots the distribution of marginal costs of compliance under the ABR and the flat standard.

---

63 For Panel B, the resulting flat standard is 8.09 l/100km (12.3 km/liter and 29.0 mpg). Again, we assume that all products must comply and that there is no exit. In reality, such mandates would likely cause some products, which are particularly far away from the standard, to exit the market, in both the flat and that attribute-based policies.

64 The fact that weight does not change by a detectable amount is due to the fact that we estimate a very small magnitude on the interaction term in our cost function. If that estimate were strongly positive or negative, the flat standard could induce a decrease or increase in weight, but this would not represent a distortion.
Figure 7: Distributions of the Marginal Costs of Compliance

Note: This figure shows the distributions of the marginal cost of compliance for the three simulated policies: 1) the attribute-based regulation (left), 2) the counterfactual flat policy (right), and 3) the counterfactual efficient policy (dashed line). The distribution of the efficient policy is the vertical line because the standard deviation is zero.

Policy. Under the flat policy, there are many more infra-marginal (zero marginal cost) observations, and the remaining distribution is also more diffuse. The benefit of attribute basing is the (partial) harmonization of these marginal costs.

This harmonization, however, is incomplete and that makes attribute basing an inefficient substitute for a compliance trading system. Our third policy, which is a flat policy with compliance trading that generates the same $\Delta e$ as the ones in the first and second policy, demonstrates this. As shown in the theory section, this policy is equivalent to the efficient Pigouvian subsidy that generates the same average $\Delta e$. Under this policy, all cars improve fuel economy by the same amount (because we assume a common cost function). This policy completely harmonizes marginal costs, no products are infra-marginal, and therefore the total welfare loss is minimized. Because the standard deviation of the marginal compliance cost is zero, its distribution collapses to a constant, which we label in Figure 7. Finally, we calculate the efficient policy’s welfare loss relative to the
first policy (ABR). The last column in Panel A shows that the efficient policy would lower total costs by 60 percent, while achieving the same improvement in fuel economy.

Panel B calculates the same statistics using the loss function that includes control variables for corporate compliance regulation (column 4 of Table 4). In relative terms, all results in Panel A and B come to essentially the same conclusion. Compared to the ABR, the efficient policy would lower total welfare loss by 67 percent, and the flat policy would increase total welfare loss by 83 percent, for the same improvement in $e$. The difference between Panels A and B is their dollar values. The estimates from the discrete choice model in Table 4 imply that we are likely to overestimate the effect of the subsidy if we do not control for the corporate average regulation. Overestimating the subsidy effect underestimates the dollar values of the loss function. This is why we find lower dollar values for Panel B. However, importantly, this scaling issue has only a slight effect on our illustration of the differences between the three policies because the scaling affects all policies in the same way.

In sum, our counterfactual policy analysis highlights three key policy implications consistent with our theoretical predictions. First, ABR creates substantial distortions in the attribute, which accounts for 30% of the total regulatory cost in our simulation. Second, a benefit of ABR is the partial harmonization of the marginal costs of compliance. Relative to a counterfactual non-ABR flat policy, ABR produces smaller dispersions of the marginal compliance costs between products. This smaller dispersion produces a smaller total regulatory cost compared to a flat policy. Third, ABR is nevertheless an inefficient substitute for a fully efficient policy such as a non-ABR policy with compliance trading because the efficient policy does not create attribute distortions and fully equalizes the marginal costs of compliance.

5 Conclusion

This paper explores the economic implications of attribute-based regulation. We develop a theoretical framework that highlights conditions under which attribute basing is inefficient, and we show that, under those conditions, the use of attribute-based regulation leads to distortions that are concentrated in the provision of the attribute upon which targets are based. The model also

---

$^{65}$This is because the changes in $e$ and $a$ are driven not only from the car-specific subsidy incentive but also from the firm-level regulatory incentive. Our second specification explicitly controls for both of the incentives.
explores cases where attribute basing may improve efficiency by equalizing marginal costs of regulatory compliance, but we emphasize that, even in those cases, the optimal attribute-based policy deviates fundamentally from those observed in real world policies because it must balance efficiency gains from cost equalization with the distortion it induces in the attribute.

Empirically, the paper demonstrates that distortions in response to attribute-based fuel-economy standards in Japan are clearly present. We use both established cross-sectional tools based on the notch literature, as well as novel panel techniques that take advantage of a “double notched” policy, to demonstrate that the Japanese car market has experienced a notable increase in weight in response to attribute-based regulation. This weight increase exacerbates safety-related externalities to an economically significant degree.

Our analysis of the double notch enables us to make internally consistent comparisons of the benefits from marginal cost equalization and the distortions from increases in weight. Our estimates suggest that, for the Japanese tax policy we consider, attribute basing is significantly more efficient than a flat standard without trading. But, it achieves increases in fuel economy at roughly twice the cost of a flat standard that equalizes compliance costs through a trading system. This suggests that attribute basing can substantially improve welfare when regulations are unable to use market mechanisms to harmonize marginal compliance costs, but attribute basing is nevertheless a second-best solution that deviates significantly from the first-best Pigouvian benchmark.
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Appendix A  Proofs of propositions

**Proposition 1.** Assume that there is competitive compliance trading. If welfare weights are uniform \((\theta_n = 1 \forall n)\), the optimal policy involves no attribute basing. The optimal attribute slope is:

\[
\sigma'(a_n)^* = 0 \forall a_n.
\]

Under compliance trading, a single shadow price, denoted \(\lambda\) will prevail. Consumer \(n\)'s problem can be written:

\[
\max_{a_n, e_n} U_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) + I_n - P(a_n, e_n) + \lambda \times (e_n - \sigma(a_n) - \kappa).
\]

The first-order conditions are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial U_n}{\partial a_n} &= \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial a_n} - \lambda \sigma'(a_n) = 0 \\
\frac{\partial U_n}{\partial e_n} &= \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial e_n} + \lambda = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

When \(\theta_n = 1 \forall n\), the planner’s direct allocation problem is:

\[
\max_{a_n, e_n} W = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \{ F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n \} + \phi \sum_{n=1}^{N} e_n.
\]

The first-best optimization conditions are found by differentiation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial W}{\partial a_n} &= \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial a_n} = 0 \\
\frac{\partial W}{\partial e_n} &= \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial e_n} + \phi = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Under perfect competition, prices equal marginal costs. Then, it is apparent that the planner’s and consumers’ first-order conditions are identical if and only if \(\sigma'(a_n) = 0\) for all \(n\) and \(\lambda = \phi\). The endogenous \(\lambda\) will be an increasing function of \(\kappa\) because of the convexity of the cost function. Thus, some value of \(\kappa\) exists for which \(\lambda = \phi\). Choosing that value of \(\kappa\) and \(\sigma' = 0\) makes the
consumers’ first-order conditions identical to the planner’s first-best. ■

**Corollary 1.** Assume welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \forall n$). The optimal subsidy involves no attribute basing. The optimal attribute slope is:

$$\sigma'(a_n)^* = 0 \forall a_n.$$ 

The planner’s conditions are the same as above. The consumer’s problem is now:

$$\max_{a_n, e_n} U_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) + I_n - P(a_n, e_n) + s \times (e_n - \sigma(a_n)).$$

The first-order conditions are:

$$\frac{\partial U_n}{\partial a_n} = \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial a_n} - s \sigma'(a_n) = 0 \quad (13)$$

$$\frac{\partial U_n}{\partial e_n} = \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial P}{\partial e_n} + s = 0. \quad (14)$$

The consumer’s conditions match the first-best if and only if $\sigma'(a_n) = 0$ for all $n$ and $s = \phi$. ■

**Proposition 2.** Assume welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \forall n$) and $s = \phi$. The deadweight loss from a subsidy with $\sigma'(a_n) \neq 0$ is approximated as:

$$DWL \approx \sum_n 1/2 \cdot \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \sigma'(a_n)} (s \sigma'(a_n))^2.$$ 

Differentiating the planner’s problem (equation 2) with respect to $s \sigma'(a_n)$ yields the first-order condition:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)} = \sum_n \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} + \phi \right) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)} + \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial a_n} \right) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)}.$$ 

Substituting the consumer’s optimality conditions yields:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)} = \sum_n \left( -s + \phi \right) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)} + \left( s \sigma'(a_n) \right) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial s \sigma'(a_n)}.$$ 

Substitute in $s = \phi$. The first term cancels.

Deadweight loss for a particular value of the slope $\sigma'(a_n)$, given $s$, is the integral of this derivative from 0 to $s \sigma'(a_n)$. We approximate the integral by assuming a constant derivative. Integration
then yields the result.

$$DWL = \sum_n \int_0^{s\hat{\sigma}'(a_n)} \frac{\partial W}{\partial s\hat{\sigma}'(a)} s\hat{\sigma}'(a) d(s\hat{\sigma}'(a)) \approx \sum_n 1/2 \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial (s\hat{\sigma}'(a_n))}(s\hat{\sigma}'(a_n))^2.$$  

\[\blacksquare\]

**Proposition 3.** Assume that $\hat{\sigma}$ is fixed and that welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \forall n$). For a linear subsidy, the second-best subsidy rate is:

$$s^* = \frac{\phi}{1 - \hat{\sigma} \left( \frac{\partial \bar{a}/\partial s}{\partial e/\partial s} \right)} \leq \phi$$

Taking $\hat{\sigma}$ as fixed, the planner’s second-best choice of $s$ solves:

$$\max_s W = \sum_{n=1}^N \left\{ F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n \right\} + \phi \sum_{n=1}^N e_n.$$  

The first-order condition is:

$$\sum_n \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial e_n} + \phi \right) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial s} + \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial a_n} \right) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial s} = 0.$$  

Substituting the optimality conditions from the consumer’s problem and pulling constants in front of the summation signs yields:

$$(-s + \phi) \sum_n \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial s} + (\hat{\sigma} s) \sum_n \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial s} = 0.$$  

Use bars denote average derivatives (e.g., $N^{-1} \sum_n \partial e_n/\partial s \equiv \bar{e}/\partial s$), and divide through by $N$. Rearranging yields the result.

The inequality follows because denominator is greater than 1 because the second term is negative. (We assume that $\phi$ is positive. The sign is flipped if $\phi$ is negative.) If $\hat{\sigma}$ is negative, then the wedges in $a$ and $e$ will have opposite signs, so that the ratio of derivatives will be negative. If $\hat{\sigma}$ is positive, then the wedges in $a$ and $e$ will have the same sign, so that the ratio of derivatives will be positive. \[\blacksquare\]

**Proposition 4.** Assume that welfare weights $\theta_n$ vary. Then, the optimal linear subsidy involves
attribute basing unless $\theta_n$ is uncorrelated with $a_n$. The optimal attribute slope is:

$$\sigma'(a_n)^* = \left[ \left( \frac{\phi - s}{s} \right) \frac{\partial \bar{e}}{\partial \sigma} - \text{cov}(\theta_n, a_n) \right] / \partial \bar{a} \partial \sigma.$$  

Under lump-sum revenue recycling, each type will receive a tax equal to the opposite of the average subsidy. This tax is $\tau = s(\bar{e}_n - \hat{\sigma} \bar{a}_n)$. The planner’s problem is thus:

$$\max_{\hat{\sigma}, s} W = \sum_n \theta_n \{ F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n - \tau + s(e_n - \hat{\sigma} a_n) \} + \phi \sum_n e_n$$

$$= \sum_n \theta_n \{ F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n + s(e_n - \bar{e}_n) - s\hat{\sigma}(a_n - \bar{a}_n) \} + \phi \sum_n e_n.$$  

Differentiating with respect to $\hat{\sigma}$ and substituting in the consumer’s optimality conditions yields this first-order condition:

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} = \sum_n \theta_n \left\{ -s \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + s \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + s \left( \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} - \frac{\partial \bar{e}_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} \right) - s \hat{\sigma} \left( \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} - \frac{\partial \bar{a}_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} \right) - s(a_n - \bar{a}_n) \right\} + \phi \sum_n \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}}$$

$$= 0.$$  

The terms involving $n$-specific derivatives cancel. Dividing through by $s$ and pulling the average derivative terms, which do not vary by $n$, out of the summation yields:

$$0 = -\frac{\partial \bar{e}}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} \sum_n \theta_n + \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial \bar{a}}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} \sum_n \theta_n - \sum_n \theta_n (a_n - \bar{a}) + \frac{\phi}{s} \sum_n \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}}.$$  

By construction, the mean of $\theta$ is 1, so $\sum_n \theta_n = N$. Using that substitution, dividing through by $N$, and rewriting $\sum_n \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}}$ in terms of the mean derivative yields:

$$0 = \frac{s - \phi}{s} \frac{\partial \bar{e}}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial \bar{a}}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} - \frac{1}{n} \sum_n \theta_n (a_n - \bar{a}).$$  

Substitute using the definition of covariance (note that $\text{cov}(\theta_n, a_n) = \sum_n (\theta_n - \bar{\theta})(a_n - \bar{a}) = \sum_n \theta_n (a_n - \bar{a}))$. Solving for $\hat{\sigma}$ yields the result. \[\blacksquare\]

**Proposition 5.** Assume that there is no compliance trading. Then, even if welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \ \forall n$), the optimal linear regulation generally involves attribute basing. If the
constraint binds for all \( n \), the optimal attribute slope satisfies:

\[
\sigma'(a_n) = \frac{\text{cov}(\lambda_n, a_n)}{\phi \left( \frac{\partial a}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} - a \frac{\partial a}{\partial \kappa} \right)},
\]

which is not zero unless \( \lambda_n \) is uncorrelated with \( a_n \).

The planner solves:

\[
\max_{\hat{\sigma}, \kappa} W = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left\{ F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + I_n \right\} + \phi \sum_{n=1}^{N} e_n.
\]

The first-order condition with respect to \( \kappa \) is:

\[
\sum_n \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial a_n} \right) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \kappa} + \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial e_n} + \phi \right) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \kappa} = 0.
\]

Using the optimality conditions from the consumer’s problem, this can be rewritten as:

\[
\sum_n \lambda_n \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + (\phi - \lambda_n) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \kappa} = 0.
\]  

(15)

When the constraint is binding, \( e_n = \hat{\sigma} a_n + \kappa \). Total differentiation of this constraint yields a relationship between \( \partial a_n/\partial \kappa \) and \( \partial e_n/\partial \kappa \), namely that \( \partial e_n/\partial \kappa = \hat{\sigma} \cdot \partial a_n/\partial \kappa + 1 \). Using this substitution and rearranging equation 15 yields:

\[
\tilde{\lambda} = \phi \left( 1 + \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial a}{\partial \kappa} \right),
\]

(16)

The first-order condition for \( \hat{\sigma} \) is:

\[
\sum_n \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial a_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial a_n} \right) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + \left( \frac{\partial F_n}{\partial e_n} - \frac{\partial C}{\partial e_n} + \phi \right) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} = 0.
\]

Substituting the consumer’s optimality conditions yields:

\[
\sum_n (\hat{\sigma} \lambda_n) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + (\phi - \lambda_n) \frac{\partial e_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} = 0.
\]
Total differentiation of the constraint yields $\partial e/\partial \hat{\sigma} = \hat{\sigma} \partial a/\partial \hat{\sigma} + a$. Substitution yields:

$$\sum_n (\hat{\sigma} \lambda_n) \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + (-\lambda_n + \phi) \left( \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + a_n \right) = 0.$$ 

Canceling terms yields:

$$\sum_n -\lambda_n a_n + \phi \hat{\sigma} \frac{\partial a_n}{\partial \hat{\sigma}} + \phi a_n = 0.$$ 

We then use the definition of the sample covariance of $\lambda_n$ and $a_n$ to rewrite $\sum_n \lambda_n a_n$ as $\sum_n (\lambda_n - \bar{\lambda})(a_n - \bar{a}) + n^{-1} \sum_n a_n \sum_n \lambda_n = \text{cov}(\lambda_n, a_n) + \bar{a} \bar{\lambda}$, substitute equation 16 to rewrite the average shadow price, and rearrange. This yields the result.

It is apparent that $\hat{\sigma}$ must be non-zero, unless the covariance between the shadow price and the attribute is zero under a flat standard. Otherwise, there is a contradiction.

Corollary 2. Assume that there is no compliance trading, that welfare weights are uniform ($\theta_n = 1 \forall n$), that the constraint binds for all $n$, and that there is a perfect correlation between attributes ($e^0_n = b + ma^0_n$ with $m \neq 0$). With a uniform quadratic loss function for all $n$, the optimal linear regulation involves attribute basing but it does not fully equalize marginal costs, even though this is possible. The optimal attribute slope satisfies $\sigma'(a_n)^* \neq 0$ and $\sigma'(a_n)^* \neq m$.

The uniform quadratic loss function is important because it implies that marginal cost scales proportionally to the distance between the privately optimal bundle and the standard. Any other loss function with that property will produce the result. With a uniform quadratic loss function, the shadow price is $\xi(\hat{\sigma} a_n^0 + \kappa - e^0_n)$ (This is equation 4.) Substitute $e^0_n = b + ma^0_n$. Then $\lambda_n = \xi((\hat{\sigma} - m)a_n^0 + \kappa - b)$.

Suppose $\hat{\sigma} = m$. Then, $\lambda_n = \xi(\kappa - b)$ for all $n$. This demonstrates that it is possible to fully equalize marginal costs. When $\hat{\sigma} = m$, the covariance of $a_n$ and $\lambda_n$ (which does not vary) is zero. Plugging this into the result from Proposition 5 implies that $m = 0$, which is a contradiction.

For the other half of the result, suppose that $\hat{\sigma} = 0$. Then, $\text{cov}(\lambda_n, a_n) = \text{cov}(\xi(-ma_n^0 + \kappa - b), a_n) = -m \xi \text{cov}(a_n^0, a_n)$. Plugging this into the result from Proposition 5, and multiplying out the denominator against zero and dividing by $-m \xi$ implies that $0 = \text{cov}(a_n^0, a_n)$, which is a contradiction because the starting and ending values of $a_n$ are correlated.

To see the correlation, in the quadratic case, the consumer’s optimization problem implies that
the optimal change in $a_n$ is $\Delta a_n^* = \frac{2\hat{\sigma} + \gamma}{2\hat{\sigma}^2 + 2\gamma + 2\alpha} (e_0 - \hat{\sigma}a_0 + \kappa)$. When $\hat{\sigma} = 0$ and $e_0 = ma_n^0 + b$, this reduces to $\Delta a_n^* = \frac{m\gamma}{2\alpha} a_n^0 + \frac{\gamma}{2\alpha} (b - \kappa)$. Thus, $\text{cov}(a_n^0, a_n^0) = \text{cov}(a_n^0, a_n^0 + \Delta a_n) = \text{cov}(a_n^0, (m\gamma/(2\alpha) + 1)a_n^0) = (m\gamma/(2\alpha) + 1)\text{var}(a_n^0) \neq 0$ unless there is no variation in $a_n^0$ (that is, all products are identical).

### Appendix B Welfare implications of notched attribute-based policies

Our theory models smooth attribute-based functions, that is, cases where the target function $\sigma(a_n)$ is everywhere differentiable in $a$. The Japanese policy that we analyze empirically has notches, so that $\sigma(a_n)$ is a step-function. Here, we briefly argue that the welfare implications from our theory carry over to notched policies. We first consider “single notched” systems, like the Japanese corporate average fuel-economy standard, and then discuss “double notched” systems like the model-specific subsidy in Japan. In both cases, we discuss a subsidy policy rather than a regulation for notational ease.

How does a single notched policy, where $\sigma(a_n)$ is a step function but the marginal incentive for $e$ is smooth, affect choice? We provide initial intuition graphically. Figure 8 shows an isocost curve, that is, the set of values of $a$ and $e$ for which a consumer spends a constant amount on the durable net of the subsidy, $P(a_n, e_n) - s \times (e_n - \sigma(a_n))$. The figure is drawn with several notches, at $a'$, $a''$ and $a'''$. The solid blue line (drawn to be linear for the sake of illustration) shows the isocost curve before any policy intervention; and the dashed red line shows the modified isocost curve for the same expenditure on the good when there is a Pigouvian subsidy on $e$ that has no attribute slope.

Next, the dashed grey line represents the isocost curve that would exist under a smooth attribute policy. In the diagram, the grey line is drawn parallel to the original blue line, which represents the case when policy makers draw the attribute slope to match existing isocost curves, thereby preserving the original relative prices of $a$ and $e$. This grey dashed line is not the final isocost curve, however, when $\sigma(a_n)$ is notched. In that case, the solid black lines represent the isocost curve for the consumer.

Importantly, the line segments on the final isocost curve are parallel to the red dashed line representing the Pigouvian subsidy (i.e, if $S(a, e) = se$). As in the smooth case, the existence of the
attribute function does not distort the price of $a$ relative to $x$, which means that the distortion in the choice of $e$ will be only the indirect change due to $a$—it will be driven only by the utility and cost interactions of the optimal choice of $e$ and the distorted choice of $a$. Furthermore, because the line segments are parallel in slope to the original Pigouvian line (and because we assume quasi-linearity) the choice of $a$ will not be changed at all by the attribute basing if the consumer is choosing an interior point along one of the line segments. All of the distortion is due to cases where a consumer chooses $a'$, $a''$ or $a'''$. That is, all of the distortion is evident from those who “bunch” at the notch points.

We now provide algebraic analysis to flesh out the graphical intuition. For notational ease, we focus on the case with only one notch, at $a'$, above which the subsidy subsidy jumps by amount $\tau > 0$. Then, the tax function can be written as:

$$S(a,e) = \begin{cases} s \cdot e & \text{if } a < a' \\ s \cdot e + \tau & \text{if } a \geq a'. \end{cases}$$

(17)

Denote by $(a^*, e^*)$ the bundle chosen by a consumer facing a Pigouvian tax of $s \cdot e$. If the consumer’s choice under the smooth attribute policy had $a^* > a'$, then the addition of the notch $\tau$ is purely an income effect. It has not changed the marginal price of $a$ or $e$ relative to each other or relative to $x$. Given quasi-linearity, this means that the durable choice of a consumer with $a^* > a'$ is unaffected
by the introduction of a notched attribute policy.

When $a^* < a'$, the consumer will face a discrete choice of maintaining their original allocation or switching to $a'$ exactly. They will not choose $a > a'$. To see why, suppose that they chose a value under the notched policy, call it $\bar{a}$ strictly greater than $a'$. Then their optimization problem can be written $L = F(a, e) - P(a, e) + I - G + se + \tau + \mu[a - a']$, where there is a budget constraint as well as an inequality constraint that $a \geq a'$. If $\bar{a} > a'$, then the shadow price on the latter constraint, $\mu$, is zero. In that case, the first-order conditions of the problem will be exactly the same as in the benchmark case with no attribute notch, which by construction featured an optimal choice of $a^* < a'$.

Thus, the consumer with $a^* < a'$ will either choose $\bar{a} = a^*$ (and not receive $\tau$) or will choose $\bar{a} = a'$ exactly. This has the empirical implication that all bunching should come "from the left"—changes in $a$ in response to the notched incentives should always be increases in $a$.

If a consumer chooses $a'$, then their choice of $e$ will solve:

$$
\max_e F(a', e) - P(a', e) + I - G + se + \tau,
$$

(18)

which has the same first order condition for $e$ as the case without $\tau$. Just as in the smooth case, any distortion to the choice of $e$ comes through "general equilibrium" effects, through which a distortion in $a$ shifts the marginal costs and benefits of $e$, which might result in a change in $e$.

The distortion in $a$ will be analogous to a traditional Harberger triangle and thus rising in $\tau^2$. The consumer will choose $\bar{a} = a'$ if and only if:

$$
-\tau > P(a', \bar{e}) - P(a^*, \bar{e}^*) - (F(a', \bar{e}) - F(a^*, \bar{e}^*)),
$$

(19)

that is, whenever the tax benefit is larger than the cost increase from moving from $(a^*, e^*)$ to $(a', \bar{e})$ minus the increase in utility from that change. The welfare loss can be written as a Taylor expansion, which has the same intuition as a traditional Harberger triangle, just as in the smooth case.

For our purposes, the point of this analysis is that, even when the attribute function is notched, the focus of welfare analysis should be on how the policy distorts the choice of $a$ relative to the
Pigouvian baseline, and that we should expect the distortion to result in bunching at exactly the notch points in \( a \). For empirical purposes, notched policies are useful in revealing the distortion because it is generally easier to detect bunching at specific notch points than shifts over time in an entire schedule.

### B.1 Double notched policies

We next briefly describe the incentives created by a double notched policy, where the subsidy is not everywhere differentiable in \( e \) or \( a \). The simplest version of this policy is one with a single cutoff for \( a \), call it \( a' \) and a pair of cutoffs for \( e \), call them \( e' \) and \( e'' \). The subsidy for such a system can be described algebraically as:

\[
S(a, e) = \begin{cases} 
  s_1 & \text{if } e > e'' \\
  s_2 & \text{if } e'' > e > e' \text{ and } a > a' \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}. 
\end{cases}
\]  

(20)

An isocost curve for this case is shown in Figure 9. The unsubsidized budget constraint is drawn as a faint line. The final budget constraint is represented by the bold black line segments, which overlap in parts with the unsubsidized line. Allocations in the yellow shaded area receive some subsidy. The subsidy is equal to \( s_1 \) for any allocation above \( e'' \). Note that there are large regions of dominance in this diagram, where a subsidized point that has more of \( a \) and more of \( e \) has the same cost to the consumer as an unsubsidized bundle.

In the diagram, the red dashed line represents the simple Pigouvian tax. The values of \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) are chosen in this case to match the average Pigouvian subsidy for the relevant line segments, but this need not be the case. Note that, if it is the case, then \( s_1 \neq s_2 \). In many policy examples, \( s_1 = s_2 \), which may be suboptimal.

When there are notches in both dimensions, there can be bunching in the distribution of \( e \), at \( e' \) and \( e'' \). Above we argued that any change in \( a \) caused by attribute basing relative to the Pigouvian optimum would come from increases in \( a \). But, in cases with notches in both dimensions, it is possible that responses to the policy will lower \( a \) by inducing bunching at \( e' \) or \( e'' \). This would occur for cases like those represented by the sample utility curve in Figure 9, where a consumer’s
response to the notched subsidy is to bunch at $e''$. In that example, the indifference curve that is tangent to the unsubsidized budget constraint features a higher initial choice of $a$ than at the bunch point.

### Appendix C  Loss Functions in Section 4

This section provides a detailed description of how we derive the loss functions in Section 4. We analyze data before and after the policy change. For vehicle $n$, we denote $a_n$ and $e_n$ as the second-period characteristics and $a_n^o$ and $e_n^o$ as the first-period characteristics. We make the assumption of perfect competition. Then, using the notations in Section 2, the welfare for vehicle $n$, omitting regulatory incentives and dropping the numeraire, can be written as $F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n)$.

First, consider a simple case, in which there is no fleet-average compliance regulation. Before the policy change, there is no regulation. After the policy change, there is a car-specific subsidy for cars that meet the standard ($e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)$). Because the first-period characteristics $a_n^o$ and $e_n^o$ are at the private optimum, any deviation from that point creates a loss, which is $L_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o)]$. The second-period optimization problem for product $n$ is then to choose the $a_n$ and $e_n$ values that maximize the loss plus the subsidy:

$$W_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o)] + \tau \cdot 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz},$$
where \( L_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o)] \leq 0 \) and \( L_n \) is peaked at \((a_n, e_n) = (a_n^o, e_n^o)\). That is, no changes in \( a \) and \( e \) would produce the lowest possible loss (defined to be zero). This motivates us to begin with a quadratic functional form for \( L_n \) in our estimation. In the first specification in Section 4, we use a quadratic function: 

\[
W_n = \alpha(a_n - a_n^o)^2 + \beta(e_n - e_n^o)^2 + \gamma(a_n - a_n^o)(e_n - e_n^o) + \tau \cdot 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz},
\]

which is equation 7 in Section 4.

Second, consider the case with fleet-average compliance regulation. We denote \( \lambda \) and \( \lambda^o \) as the shadow prices of the fleet-average regulation at the second period and first period. Then, the payoff to first period choices is 

\[
F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o) + \lambda^o \times (e_n^o - \sigma^o(a_n^o)).
\]

In the second period, there is a new fleet-average regulation and vehicle-specific subsidy policy. Then, the payoff to second-period choices is 

\[
F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + \lambda \times (e_n - \sigma(a_n)) + \tau \cdot 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)).
\]

The second-period optimization problem for product \( n \) is then to choose the \( a_n \) and \( e_n \) values that maximize the objective function:

\[
V_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o)] \\
+ \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n^o - \sigma^o(a_n^o)) + \tau \cdot 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz} \\
= f_n + \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n^o - \sigma^o(a_n^o)) + \tau \cdot 1(e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz},
\]

where \( f_n \equiv F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^o, e_n^o) - C(a_n^o, e_n^o)] \). The problem with estimating this equation directly is that \( f_n \) is not peaked at \((a_n, e_n) = (a_n^o, e_n^o)\), and we wish to use a functional form approximation that requires knowing the location of the peak. That is, no changes in \( a \) and \( e \) would not necessarily produce the lowest possible loss for \( f_n \). This is because \((a_n^o, e_n^o)\) is the optimal in the presence of the first-period regulation, rather than the private optimal in the absence of regulation.

To address this problem, we rewrite \( V_n \) by adding and subtracting \( \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) \). Note that this is a mixed object—it is the second-period choice of \( a \) and \( e \) put into the first-period policy
function and shadow price:

\[
V_n = F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) - [F_n(a_n^0, e_n^0) - C(a_n^0, e_n^0)]
+ \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n^0 - \sigma^o(a_n^0)) + \tau \cdot (e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz}
+ \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n))
= [F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) - F_n(a_n^0, e_n^0) + C(a_n^0, e_n^0) - \lambda^o(e_n^0 - \sigma^o(a_n^0))]
+ \tau \cdot (e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz}
= g_n + \tau \cdot (e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz}
\]

where \( g_n \equiv [F_n(a_n, e_n) - C(a_n, e_n) + \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) - F_n(a_n^0, e_n^0) + C(a_n^0, e_n^0) - \lambda^o(e_n^0 - \sigma^o(a_n^0))]. \)

Importantly, \( g_n \) is peaked at \((a_n, e_n) = (a_n^0, e_n^0). \) It is the loss function holding constant the old policy. Because \((a_n^0, e_n^0)\) is the optimum in the presence of the old policy, \( g_n \leq 0 \) and \( g_n \) is peaked at \((a_n, e_n) = (a_n^0, e_n^0). \) That is, no changes in \(a\) and \(e\) would produce the lowest possible loss. This motivates us to have a quadratic functional form for \( g_n \) in our second specification in Section 4.

We use a quadratic function: \( g_n = \alpha(a_n - a_n^0)^2 + \beta(e_n - e_n^0)^2 + \gamma(a_n - a_n^0)(e_n - e_n^0) \) and estimate:

\[
V_n = \alpha(a_n - a_n^0)^2 + \beta(e_n - e_n^0)^2 + \gamma(a_n - a_n^0)(e_n - e_n^0)
+ \tau \cdot (e_n \geq \sigma(a_n)) + \lambda(e_n - \sigma(a_n)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n)) + \varepsilon_{nz},
\]

which is equation (8) in Section 4. Finally, we can recover \( f_n \) from \( g_n. \) Note that \( g_n = f_n - [\lambda^o(e_n^0 - \sigma^o(a_n^0)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n))]. \) Therefore, once we have parameter estimates for \( g_n \) and \( \lambda^o, \) we can recover \( f_n = g_n + [\lambda^o(e_n^0 - \sigma^o(a_n^0)) - \lambda^o(e_n - \sigma^o(a_n))]. \) This \( f_n \) provides the loss function for \( a_n \) and \( e_n \) excluding the effects of the old regulation.
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Figure A.1: Fuel-Economy Standard and Histogram of Vehicles: Kei-Cars (small cars)

Panel A. Years 2001 to 2008 (Old Fuel-Economy Standard Schedule)

Panel B. Years 2009 to 2013 (New Fuel-Economy Standard Schedule)

Note: “Kei-car” is a Japanese category of small vehicles; the displacement of kei-cars have to be less than 660 cc. Most kei-cars are not exported to other countries. Panel A shows the histogram of vehicles from 2001 to 2008, where all vehicles had the old fuel-economy standard. Panel B shows the histogram of vehicles from 2009 to 2013, in which the new fuel-economy standard was introduced.
Figure A.2: Fuel Economy and Weight before and after the Policy Change for Vehicles that Did Not Receive a Subsidy

Panel A. Vehicles that did not receive a subsidy but bunched at weight notches

Panel B. Vehicles that did not receive a subsidy and did not bunch at weight notches

Note: This figure shows each vehicle’s fuel economy and weight before and after the introduction of the new subsidy that was applied to each vehicle individually. The scatterplot shows each car’s starting values of fuel economy and weight in 2008—the year before the policy change. We also show “arrows” connecting each car’s starting values in 2008 with its values in 2012. The figure also includes three step functions that correspond to the three tiers of the new incentive’s eligibility cutoffs.